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ATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1967

Final Rites Held For
Two Shot To Death
TSUis Head Majorette In Weekend Incidents
NASHVILLE — Funeral services for Miss Sonia Elaine
The year's homicide rate John Gaston hosadLai.
Gilliam, head majorette and a
continued to climb this week, Neely was arraigned in City
senior Sapnish major at Tenas two persons were shot te Court on charges of murder
nessee A&I State University,
neath in arguments which dewere held at St. Andrew's
veloped over the payment or and carrying a pistol.
Presbyterian Church here last
In the second shooting,
50 cents and during a live
week.
game.
which
occurred on Sunday at
Rev. William Alexander, pasOscar Triplett, 37, of 285 East 6:55 p.m. Austin Smith, Jr.,
tor of St.. Andrew's officiated,
Burdock, was shot to death on 26, of 703-D McKinley, was
assisted by Dr. William J. SimSaturday night at 10:50 p.m. shot in the left side while vismons, U n iversity
Minister,
by one of his neighbors, Odie iting the El Continental cafe
and Rev John Corry, pastor of
Lee Neely. 27, of 273 E. Bur- at 725 Walnut
Clark
M e morial
Methodist
dock, while both were visiting Charged on Monday in City
Church. Interment was in
at 273 E. Burdock.
Court with the slaying of Mr.
Greenwood Cemetery. William
Police said thp two men had Smith was Willie Carey, 67,
Gunter & Sons, Funeral Direcbeen arguing over 50 cents of 874-H Porter st.
tors, were in charge.
victim
borrowed from Police said that the sb %chug
the
Miss Gilliam, who lived with
Neely's wife when Neely drew was the outcome of an arguher parents, Assistant Coach
a pistol and fired, the bullet ment which developed while
Joseph Gilliam and Mrs. ?GilSONIA GILLIAM
striking Triplett in the mouth. the two were incolved in a
liam, on the university campus,
He was dead on arrival at dice game.
suffered fatal injuries last week
from a six-story fall from a versity, she was active in
window in the Women's Resi- student affairs.
dence Center on campus. She A University counselor, she
died the same day at Hubbard eras a member of Delta Sigma
Hospital of Meharry Medical Theta Sorority, Inc., head majorette, and Vice-President of
Ann Washington, intliGny College.
The body lay in state at St. the University Marching Band
Jackson, Barbara Women
Andrew's during the day of the and a member of Sigma Delta
and William Lee
funeral until time for the serv- Pi (Spanish Honor Society). As
a junior she was elected to
ices.
Born in Steubenville. Ohio, "Who's Who Among Students
she came to Nashville from in American Colleges and UniMemphis mailers were corn• Mr. Sims asked all Memphil
'Jackson, Miss., in 1963. An versities."
onor student at Pearl High In addition to her parents, mended today by Acting Post- mailers to make ZIP Codes as
School, she was graduated in she 's survived by two brothers, master Lydel Sill1F for their in- much
as addressing habit as
1964. As a freshman, she enter- Craig and Joseph; a sister, creased use of ZIP Codes durwriting the street and house
Nashed the Honors program at Ten- Kimberly Michele. all of
ing the last ..nree months
number because ZIP Codes
nessee State in 1964 where she ville, maternal and paternal
Mail checked in the Memphis will work only if people use
remained. Recently admitted to grandmothers, seven
aunts,
Post office on Septembei 16 them.
Teacher Education at the UM- and six uncles.
showed ZIP Codes in 62.8 per "The codes are easy so can
cent of the mailing addresses tain." Mr. Sims said.
on locally mailed firs:. clas Forms were ,ent to each
mail and in 78.6 sr cent ot the home last month providing a
mailing addresses cn ai.• mail free "ZIP-a-List' service tor
originating in Memphis. This niples addresses. Extra forms
compares with 50.2 per cent are available at all postal stafor first-class mai- and fis 9 tions and branches, if needed.
per cent for air mail on a All customers are urged to
tsst c ?vering use these forms to add ZIP
Fred Davis, candidate for In order to gain a complete Departmental
the
use
of
ZIP
Cadet during to their personal mailing lists.
councilman from District 4, victory, we must work ever
the first six months of 1967. ZIP Codes can also tie obrecently expressed his appreci- harder," Mr.
Davis explained. In the Departmental -to of tained by calling the Post
ation to members of the TriHe
said
that
he would like mail in the nation's 75 larg- Office ZIP Code Information
State Defender staff, its readfor continued support "in my est post offices, -ne nationwide nuniner (534-3451) by caecking
ers and those who supported
53.1 per cent the NNional ZIP Code Direchim in the recent primary. efforts to serve you as coun- average was
ZIP Codes in addresses on tory in post office lobbies and
"However, the battle is only cilman fcr District Four."
Mrs. Fres, Osborne is serving first-class mail ard 64 • per at branches of the Memphis
half won." he said.
as
Mr. Davis' campaign mana- cent ZIP Code: in addresses Public Library, and by check"On November 2, there will
ger, and Dr. C. F. Pinkston as on air mail. The suostantial ing the return address on most
be a run-off election between
nicrease shown ir he Septem- envelopes. Locai ZIP Codes inme and the man who ran his finance chairman.
plac c
test
Memphis formation is also available in
Mr. Davis campaign head- ber
second.
the
national
above
avera4,
in the yellow 'ages of the Memquarters
is
located
at
1573
—
Pendleton at.
both first-class and air mail. phis Telephone Directory.
MRS. MINNIE BANKS

C

Postmaster Commends

Job Corps training for sOlilS
that will help them towaru
a better life. Enlisted by
the MAP South program.

READY TO TRAVEL —
These five young people are
leaving for various sections of the country to begin

Mrs. Katie Sexton Leads
In Community Projects

they are from left o right
— Larenzo VVood, Resell
Roberts, Fred Atkins F3sie

Users Of ZIP Codes

Rites In Germantown
For Mrs. M. L. Banks

"If you want a crazy hat her. She has also been spotFuneral services for Mrs.
ask Mrs. Sexton "
lighted on WDIA.
Minnie Lane Banks, a member
The above statement was Politicians listen to her opin- of a prominent family at Gerions, and many times ask her
mantown, Tenn., were held fit
made abotr one of the ist advice.
the New Bethel Baptist church
nedicated women in the city of
Mrs. Sexton is willing to work there recently.
Memphis.
on any project that will help Mrs. Banks died at Methodist
hospital on Sept. 24 after a
Mrs. Katie Sexton is thought the community.
long illness.
to be one of the best milThe daughter of the late Mr.
liners in the city and is an
and Mrs. Jeff Lane of Geroutstanding civic worker.
mantown, Mrs. Banke was
the wife of the late Mr. JohnShe has been chairman of the
son H. Banks of Chicago. She
Manassas and Klondyke
and her husband had been real
PTAs, first chairman of the
child development program and The 40th Ward Civic club estate brokers and had resided at 4631 Ellis.
has worked with the scouts and met on Oct. 10 and
heard a
health
After
her
failed,
in any other community organitalk by a War on Poverty
Mrs. Lane returned to t h e
zation.
speaker,
William
McGrath, family estate and renewed old
She has dedicated her life personnel director.
friendships.
to the community.
Members were told of the While a child, she became a
Baptist
Mrs. Sexton is a believer in death of Josh Tools' father. member of New Bethel
church,
but
while
living
in
Mr.
Tools
is
vice
president oi
prayer and told Defender reChicago she was united with
!'orter that when she prays, she the club.
;the St. Paul CME church.
always gets results.
Mattheu Davis is president Delivering the eulogy at the
Delta Sigma Theta in a of the club, and M. Canida re- funeral was Rev. Dewitt T. Al- public school teachers; a brothcorn. Other participants were er.
Joseph
Lane. retired,
testimonal and tribute honored porter.
Elder C. H Harris, Mrs. Betty and other relatives.
Burnett and Rev. S. L. Wicks. Active pallbearers were J.
In charge of music was William S. Simmons, Isaiah Davis, The Dunbar PTA ElemenFlemings.
Henry Grinner, Finas Fields, tary School will meet in the
Her survivors are two sisters. Edward Haywoild and Robert cafethriuni on Wednesday, Oct.
Miss Irene Lane and Mrs. Jones.
25, at 3 p.m. and all parents
Julia Lane Williamson, both Interment was in the New and friends are invited.
Bethel Church cemetery at Mrs. Viola Hill is president
of the PTA, and Mrs. Mildred
Germantown.
S. W. Qualls and company Carver p r incipal of t h e
was in charge of the services. school.

Fred Davis Seeks More

Support For Run-Off

Civic Club Hears
Official Of WOP

Dunbar PTA Will
Meet Oct. 25

9
6

Ben Whitney
Back On Job
Candidate And Manager
With Police
Receive Phone Threats

Ben Whitney returned to his
job as detective with the Homicide Division of the Memphis
Police Department last Monday after an absence of about Charlie F Morris,. Sr . car,- Mr. Morris did not withdraw
six months with the rank of didate for cotnicilm en from from the run-off, something
detective.
District 7, and his c.mpaign
Mr. Whitney resigned from manager-wife. Mrs. Alma Mor- "drastic" would happen to him.
the Police Department last ris, reported this wcch that Mr. Morris said that the
May following the accidental they have been receiving woman did not say what would
happen, but recounted come
shooting of Nathaniel Morris of threatening
teleolinne
calls tragedies in recent years which
816 Randall.
since the recent elecnen adActing Chief of Police U. T. vising Mr. Morris to winidrave. she said that she was resBartholomew said the officer "But whatever the -sse may ponsible for.
was put back to work because
be," Mrs. Morris sal..., "Mr.
he was a "good man."
is in the race in stay,
At the time of his resigna- Morris
tion last May, Mr. Whitney not because of the pay but
was a lieutenant in the Homi- because of his desire to serve
his district and the City of
cine Division.
The victim, who refused to Memphis."
comment on the shooting while Mr. Morris said the first
a patient in the hospital, has crank call came ahout three The First Baptist Church
fully recovered and no legal months ago, am the- ignored Beale Street is operating a
it, but the calls have ose:i more child care center from 7 a.m.
action is contemplated
Chief Bartholomew said the frequent since the 0, 5 elee- until 3:30 p.m. each day for
officer was reduced in grade bon.
parents interested in supervisbecause of the "element of One of the callers was re- ed care for their youngsters. CELEBRITIES
AT
IAcarelessness in the accident." ported to have been a man, The service includes pick-up MOYNE—Booker T. Jones
Mr. Whitney has been with the who said that Mr. Morns had service and a well-balanced Jr. of Memphis, aationally
Police department for 16 years done a wonderful jot. but it is lunch each day.
famous musician, and his
and was one of the first Negro- now time for him so S toP. Interested parents should call pretty wife, Willette Arlin
es employed as a police- Recently, she said a wom- the church and speak to the strong Jones. stroll across
man here.
the campus of LeMoyne
an called and said that if pastor. Rev. J.A. Jordan.

Child Care Center

Open On Beale St.

FEATURED ATTRACTION
— Miss Dorothy Cox, runner-up .o the "Miss
Animica of Elkdoni" during the national convention of the IBPOEW held
In Los Angeles tecently,
will be featured on next
Sunday at Club Rosewood

during the Fall and Winter
Fascinations presented by
the Artists and Models club.
Seen here admiring some
of the trophies she won In
Los Angeles is Maurice Halbert, assistant grand director of beauty and talent
for the organization.

College where Mrs. Jones
is enrolled as a sophomore.
Booker T. Jr., who skyrocketed to fame
with
• Green Onions," is a graduate of Indiana University.

He and his combo are now
known as Booker T and
the M. G.'s and their current hits through Sfax Recording Company are
Groovin' and Hi-Hug-Her.

VOTE FOR

FRED DAVIS...•••••••••••.••••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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MARCHES HURTING

Business

vile, N. C.; Frederick Lockley, RaleiglItstt.
C.. Robert -C. Sinclair, Fayetteville, N.
The cadets will also receive $.4 Oa p.month.

Five A and T State University R(YTC cadets
have bees awarded all-expense Army ROTC
scholarships for the current school term.
At attention are from left) Ronald J. Tate,
Morgantown, N• C.; Victor J. Russell, Reich-

Now
SHOWING!

-

•••••••••••••

Slump In

"They're going to pin soinethim
on that smart cop from Philadelphia...
maybe a medal...
maybe a murder."

Milwaukee
SIILWALKEE. Wisc. --Restaurants, hotels, builders
and even Schlitz Beer, which
is being boycotted by national civil rights groups, are beginning to cry for help after
seven full weeks of openoccupancy housing marches
in this city, even though
there has been no concession
to date for a municipal fair
housing ordinance.

--

1411411SCM'WP

One-by-one the leaders a
large business groups he-.
are beginning to make op.i
statements that the racia.
unrest here is starting li
cause heretofore untold hard
ship.

SIDNEY POITIER ROD STEIGER
I HI NORMAN IIVIIISON

The Brothers Inc.
sfteutdo44 a

When Negroes led by the
its advisor. Father James
Groppi, began to make their
NAACP Youth Council and
peaceful marches into nearby
white neighborhoods, whites
retaliated by massing by the
thousands
at intersections
and belaboring the marchers
with sticks, stones, bottles
and other missiles and weapons.

Pre-Halloween Dance
at the
Claridge Hotel Balinese
and
Empire Room

SNCC Establishes
Memorial Fund
Money To Pay School Costs
For Rights Worker's Son

STOKES DEBATES GOP'er

Greyhound Announces
Fall Tour Program
Greyhound has announced '67 Tour departing October 14th
a new — colorful — fall tour for $198.55, and the end to a
program. T. .1. Slater. city
perfect season will be a 6
marketing
m a n ager, said,
day
Thanksgiving
Heritage
"This year the Company is
Tour of Williamsburg. Va.
offering a wider variety of
departing November 21st for
Escorted Fall Tours — one
$193.95.
for everybody."
The new program will con- "Greyhound also has numesist of 14 October departures rous short Independent Tour
scenic
to various scenic areas, such Packages throu gh
PS, Lake Geneva
and Honey sreas ideal for the passenger
Bear Farm — Mainstee. Door who likes to be on his own
and Brown Counties — Iowa's while enjoying Fall travel,"
Amana Colonies — colorful said Slater
New
England
—
Mexico For more information and
Fiesta — and Expo '67. The the special fall folder, those
tours will be as short as 1-2 interested may write to the
or 3 days or as long as 6-7-8- Greyhound Travel Bureau —
or 12 days and priced as low Clark and Randolph streets or
as $15.75.
to the Loyal Travel Service —
Slater said:
10 S. Riverside plaza, or they
"The program is highlighted:may phone either 346-6540 or
by an 8 day Fall Special Expo'7264511.

LW.HARPER
The only Bourbon
enjoyed in
110 cou'ntries!

Advance Tickets
$2
"
Tickets at Door

$2"

Ilefiweit
Oets4Lost,
NIentor
•

fashion c Casual

LADIES
SHOES
OVER

2,000
1

'Letus
checkitforyou

Pairsfrtoomchoose

pr.

150

Pr. $2"
3 Pr. $35°
EACH ADDITIONAL PAIR

$ 100

Bring This Ad In

FREE

CLOSEOUT'S
UNLIMITED

148 S. MAIN
!Across From Goldsmith's!
Store Returns-Irregulars Closeouts
own •(t)ia gime Wittig. CI taint•la It I

October 28, 1967

from Spelman College in 1965. liberation of black people. Dur-1
Her passing is especially tragic'ing her 7 years in the move-1
• for those invoked in the strug- ment she was the heartbeat:
gle tor human rights and thel of SNCC."

-C HIC A GO Illinois — movement workers
in eight
A fund has been established, southern
states.
by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee nitional, In 1960 she had attend-A the
office in memory of civil rights1 founding conference of SNCC
worker Ruby Doris Robinson, in Raleigh. N.C.
28, of Atlanta. Ga., will died She was also one of the oriOctober 7 following a lengthy ginal Freedom Riders who,
upon arrival in Jackson. Miss.,
illness.
was jailed for 42 days in Parci•The fund will be us yl to m an Penetenti a ry.
, educate Mrs. Robinson's 2 yearAs a full-time member of
old son. Tenneth Toure.
SNCC, Mrs. Robinson worked
Mrs. Robinson, a fctrmer exe in
Nashville. Tenn.; McComb,
cutive secretary of SNCC. was
In
May of 1966 she was electone of the first activists in the.
sit-in movement, which resulted ed executive secretary of SNCC
in her sitting out o 32-day pail ; Her marriage to Clifford
sentence in Rock Hill, 3.0 in' Robinson of Atlanta came in
1964.
1961.
A memo from Atlanta SNCC
Miss ;
Atlanta.
Charleston. reads;
S.C.: Albany. Ga., and in may "Despite the many obstacles
other areas. Mrs. Robinson al- she encountered while particiso was in charge of the Sojour- pating in the struggle for black
ner
(for
Sojourner Truth) people. Ruby was able to mainMotor Fleet which provided a tain her family life and cornpool of 100 cars for rights plete her college education

Get The 6th Pair

Mk NM •POW MOW

MIRISO FR001111111;1

"IN 1W EATOFlirE NIGHT"

All of this is because the
housing marches - began just
about one month after this
city bad undergone numerous
nights and days of rioting and
looting.

Carl B. Stokes, Demorcatic candidate fom mayor of Cleveland, delivers his arguments in a debate with Republican
Seth C. Taft (in background). The two met in an elementary
school, in the first of a series of debates to be held
throughout the city. Stokes is seeking to become the first
Negro ever elected mayor of a major metropolitan city.
Taft is the grandson of the 27th President of the United
States. (UPI Telephoto)

4

If you're still exposing yourself to the risks and inconveniences of cash carrying, it's probably because
you're still not convinced there's a better way.
Okay. Be convinced.
Wouldn't you agree it's easier to pay bills by mailing
checks than dragging all over town with cash? And
safer? Quicker, too? AM, since the cancelled check is
your receipt, aren't checks a whole lot handier as well?
Heard all that before, have you? Well, consider this.

A First National checking account has
what it takes
to help you keep your house in order
money
cords what you have spent and where. And-wise. Rehow much you have in the till at any given discloses
moment.
If that doesn't help you manage
better, what will?
At. First National yau can choose from over
300 check
and cheekholder styles and colors. So
you not only
save time, minimize effort and avoid
You can be
a man of distinction, too. Check with risks.
us soon.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
MEMPHIS eit

....
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WOOLCO Best Buys
in Coupons
SOUTHGATE STORE ONLY.

DEPARTMENT lamas
haviagioe.mitio...aeaateg

SOUTHGATE ONLY
DEPARTMENT STORES
74 m444*iiv modeveyueaS/
SOUTHGATE ONLY
and leading out are the Barons, a campus club of
which Labe Waddell is president, and young women who
have been designated as the
Baronesses. Seated from left

are Misses Rose Hinds, Elsie
Hodge and Addle Williams.
Standing, same order, are
Leon James, Misses Dorothey
Brown and Kathleen Minor,
Samuel Caviness, Sanders

St. Clair, Sherman Perkins
and Label Waddell. The items are repaired and sold by
Goodwill Industries, which
employs handicapped workers.

'Lost In The Stars'
To Be Staged At Lane
"Lost In The Stars," Max- and has given countless con' well Anderson and
Kurt Weill's certs in this country, Canach,
, musical adaptation of Alan and Europe.
Leslie Adames, who directs
Paton's noble novel, "Cry, the
the music for the show and
Beloved Country" will be pre who is also the
pianist for the
sented by the touring Kaleido- tour, is a graduate of Oberlin
scope Players, Tuesday even- College and California State
ing, Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. in the College in Long Beach. His
Lane College Chapel. The show published compositions have
is being sponsored by the Divi- been played by some of Amension of Humanities.
ca's leading musicians.
When first presented on "Lost In The Stars" tells the
Broadway nearly 29 years ago, story of an old minister, high
. the critics were uniformly en- In the hills of South Africa,
thusiastic: "Out of a memora- who searches for his wayward
ble
musical drama." said son in the ghettos of JohannesBrooks Athinson, critic for the burg. When he finds him, and
New York Times.
is confronted with stark trageFeatured in the Kaleidoscope dy, the old man almost breaks.
production will be Levern Hut- His recovery and the drama of
cherson as the Reverend Steph- the story bring forth some of
en Kumalo and Lucia Hawkins the most moving scenes in
as' Irina. Leslie Adams will be all theatre, filled with richness, COMING TO LANE for the
musical, "Lost In The
musical director and pianist. beauty, and power.
Stars" are Levern HutcherLevern Hutcherson has an im
son, left, and Miss Lucia
pressive career as concert
singer and actor.
He played the original "Jae"
in Carmen Jones on Broadway After surface preparation,
and then sang the part for assembling tools, and spreadHarry Belafonte in the movie ing protective drop cloths, the
version. He has toured much fun of painting begins! Apply
of the world in Porgy and Bess a layer of exterior house paint
and just last season sang Porgy in your favorite color, starting
for nearly one hundred per- at the top, and working to
formances on a coast to coast ground level. Be sure to check
tour.
with your local reputable paint
Lucia Hawkins has sung for dealer to make sure your paint
two Presidents, appeared as , is the best possible coating
soloist on Johnny Carson's To- for your home, and always
night Show, been featured read the manufacturer's insinger at Radio City Music Hal structions.

DEPARTMENT STORES
A air i.26‘ios.

SOUTHGATE ONLY
DAILY MULTIPLE

VITAMIN TABLETS

By Alcrest
one daily formula - bottle of 100
compare at $2.94
Woolco $1.39

Coupon

AD

DEPARTMENT STORES
A had ipaiLak *0(41*A:tall
SOUTHGATE ONLY
GERITOL

TABLETS

99c

Reg. $2.98
Woolco $2.37

AD

Hawkins. The play is based
on the novel by Alan Paton,
"Cry, The Beloved Conntry."

Household Tip

BEL-MA C)
9614 Neva
FRESH FISH
DAILY

1211 E. Mclemore
Tel. 947-1877

CERTIFIED FEVER

THERMOMETERS
Oral or Rectal
Reg. $1 .89
Woolco $1.19

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS

are your very best buy in Memphis!
ak#

AD 2Fj1
"

Baked In Memptils hy Mempli;ans
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Coupon

DEPARTMENT STORES
A hail'Aka* hociA.Atia,61
SOUTHGATE ONLY

TABLETS

TRIAMINICIN
Colds - Hay Fever
Reg $1.75
Woolco $1.39
1 limit

Coupon AD

v‘‘

-7EicA:7
,
1
Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

/Ad ad/i.f&
i

•

BU23
NS,

Russian
leathep
61cialtv

•
th

`411t.

•4111.

74'

8 to
pkg.

Hogue & Knott
Big 11
/
241.b. Sandwich Loaf

-•
-1".
tth,
'4,4014.

BREAD
25c
BROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS

14-0z.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE 6,KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARR
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

a

a
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Take Advantage of

GOODWILL PROJECT —
Students at Owen college
are supporting an October
project at the college —
gathering clothing, bric-abrac, toys and household items for Goodwill Industries,

ar

Faberge's haunting new fragrance . . . A breathtaking

AFTER BATH
C_QPOGNE
BATH OIL
BATH POWDER .

oriental-mood series of luxuries for the bath! Fragrant,
timeless KIKU, a joy•to own.

Shave Lotion $3 and $5
Cologne $3.50 and $6
Spray Cologne $3.50
Rope Soap $2
Deodorant Stick $115
Also available .
inelegant combination

from $3.50 to $11.

89`

uresiet

•Wk

Par 4.)
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Women Of Friendship

To Take Charge Sunday
The women of Friendship the church at 1355 Vollentine
Baptist Church will sponsor on Friday, Oct. 20, at 8 p.m.
their annual Cake Bazaar at
The four seasons will be represented with cakes of all
kinds for sale. The public Is
Invited.

For the Fastest, Convenient, and Most Efficient
Photographer Service Cal! The Tri-State Defender
Photographer.
We Give You Prompt, Personal Service On All Photo Assignments. If You Are Haying A Wedding, Birthday Party, Church or Club Affair Coll Us At 5268397 For The Fastest Service In Town.
Ask For Continental.

Mt. Gilliam

Will Observe

Annual Women's Day will be
held at the church on Sunday,
Oct. 22, starting with the
church school at 9:15, with
Mrs. Bernice Harris in chary..

The speaker for the morning
service will be Mrs. Eth..1
Brooks, a member of the
church. Another member, Mrs.
Gilliam
Baptist Ida Johnson, will be the speakThe Mt
Church at 1029 Raymond st, er at the 3 p.m. program, with
will observe annual Women's Mrs. Preather Elms, a member of Mount Sinai Baptist
Day on Sunday, Oct. 22.
Church, serving as mistress of
The morning message will be
ceremonies.
delivered by the pastor, Rev.
E. Bates.
Music for the morning sefSpeaking at the program St vice will be sung by the wo3 p.m. will be Mrs. Jamie men's chorus of Friendship,
Pryor, a member of the Keel with the St. James Chorus
Eaptist Church.
singing at the afternoon proMrs. Cora Staves is chair- gram.
man of Women's Day, and
Mrs. Alpha Richardson en- Refreshments will be served
chairman. Mrs. Emma Spencer in the lower level of the church.
is in charge of publicity.
The public is invited to all
services of the day.

Women's Day

Public Welfare
DOUBLE BIRTHDAY
PARTY—Little Evelyn Denise and John R. Perkins,
Jr.. son and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Perkins Sr. of 1589 E. MeLe.
more ave. were honored at

their fourth and second respective birthdays, Sunday,
Oct. 8. at their home. The
Perkins' wore navy blue
and white stripe knits with
sailor collars. Among the
children attending the par-

Echols, Adrian Lynn, Regity were from left Tim Alsaid L. Hamilton, Eliza•
dridge, Marla Moore, Linda Fay Saunders, Susan r;--beth Woods with grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. MorGriffin and Denise Allen.
ris Payne. (PHOTO BY
Second ro wfrom left are
CONTINENTAL)
Shelia Saunders, Rodney

In New Offices

Mrs. Helen Hines is chairman, Mrs. Erma Taylor cochairman, and Miss Willie Mae
Woods publicity chairman.

Peter Pan Cleaner
Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE
946-1205

899 E.

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE
275-1544
(
WE

APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

BANKAAIERICARD

Beautifully Cleaned Pressed
SUITS and DRESSES, plain $125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 f- $115

FREE

Rev. W. A. Suggs is pastor of
the church.

All Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Odor Proofed 6- Sized.

George G. Latham, county
director of the Department of
Public Welfare announced the
department's new address.
The office formerly located
in the M&M Building at 198
So. Main at. has moved to
the new State Office Building
Neal Darby Jr. is acting tion and coach: Zack M. din, biology: John C. Parker, gue. English; Miss Deborah A. at 170 North— Main St. The endean-registrar at Owen College'Guess, political science and his- accounting; Mrs. Maria J. Thomas, English; Allen Yancy trance is on the Poplar st.
librarian-in-charge. Jr., mathematics and physical side.
this year during the absence tory; John H. Harris. mathe- Pinkston.
of Thomas I. Willard who is matics; Dr. D. I. Horn Jr., Joel E Robinson. education science; Gordon Yukon, physi- New telephone numbers for
en leave, it was announced by social studies; Robert C. Irby, guidance and testing coordina- cr,1 science, and William W. the Family Service and Child
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, presi- social science; Dr. Dana John- tor; Mrs. Margaret P. Smith, Zachry, education guidance and Welfare Sections are 534-6141
son, humanities; Syed Noorud- English: Miss Bennie B. Tea testing coordinator.
and 534-6811, respectively.
dent.
Dr. Dinkins also announced
that Charles N. Rice is serving'
as dean of students and assisting with the college's financial'
WE RESERVE
aid program.
A second faculty m e m ber
T HE RIVT
on leave this year is Mrs. NeTO L11IT
dra W. Jordan of the mathematics and physical science department. Both Mrs. Jordan
and Mr. Willard are enrolled
in graduate schools.
• Getwell at Barron
• Lourelwood Center
The Owen faculty roster in• Chelsea at Thomas
• Notional at Jackson
cludes: Miss Betty Bianca,
•Northgat• Shopping Cu.
• Quince at Sea Isle
English; Mrs. Gladys Brown.
• Southland Mall
•Macon at Wells Station
secretarial science; Miss Mary
E. Dougherty, biology; Chris
F. Drago, economics and business administration: Don C.
England. social science and
Save Del Farm cash register tapes.
mathematics; Dr. Ines Agostini
MEAT AND PROFrench; Mrs. Sallie Forehand,
00 refund to your church or
DUCE PRICES
for
a
1
GOOD THRU
English; Mrs. Anne Freeman,
OCT. 21
ALL OTHER PRICES
social science; Curtis Freeman,
favorite
1
•
GOOD THRU
religion and BSU director;
OCT. 24, 1967.
Mrs. Mildred Green, music edT
ucation, humanities and choir
director.
R. H. Green. philosophy, Bible and college minister; Robert Grider, physical educe-

Owen's Dean-Registrar Is On Leave This Year

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES

DEL: FARM
FOOD STORES

McLemore at Neptune
charity.

ISTART

PLAYING TODAY!

Us IN

OW. J. Jeffery 1964 -All R.ghts Reserved Stratewc Me'.litiiii', ,, ,g 90 Park Ave., New York. N.Y.
. z_________

You can be a

OVER $35,000 IN PRIZES

WINNER
WEEK
TINS
seed every %week

5200" WINN')
MRS. LEVERNE BROWN

A

ARMOUR STAR
FULLY COOKED

7n,,,

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS
2 Printers
and
Stationers
will accept
your

Lb./

7 -1

IIANKAMERICART1

601-,A4-

I

Pay in 25 days from
Statement date without
service charge with BankAmericard, another people service from
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK

SLICED BACON

12-0Z. 590
PKG.

GOLDEN DELICIOUS
CATSUP
290
DRINKS
I00
CAKE MIXES 3
SLICED CHEESE i
WASHINGTON
STATE

FN. 490

10

f

DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE

4t-aOnz .

26-0z.
Btl.

HUMKO

390

TOP TASTE INDIVIDUAL WRAPPED o%

19-Oz
Pkgs.

4

,„C

SHORTENING

(You're just
their type.)

ARMOUR STAR

rE1) or

DUNCAN NINES

e-

9c
WON
DER
AD
3 In the new StgreBRE
sh wrapper

SHANK
PORTION Lb.

3-11].
Can

BLUE BONNET 2c OFF

DV MARGARINE
.

GRADE "A"

8.0z00
$1
Pkgs..

DEL FARM

FRESH

1 - 1.6.

I

r n ii on si

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

250

LARGE EGGS

i000 STORES

DOZEN

You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's Sta. Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener-that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

P k g.

FRESH
'
GRADEA'
(
t
LARGE
E
GGS1
DOZEN
C

WITH

stays fresherto tastefresher!

With coupon and purchase if $5.00 or more excluding Beer. Tebacce, Fresh Milk. be Cream sad
_ Ice Milk. limit ene coypu per crstemer. Coupes

49 tier
t, *40
41 WONDER.
f. —

Aft
IP

ENRICHED BREAD

helps build stmng bodies 12 ways.

Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.
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Honors Dinner Will Be Held At Rivermont
The annual dinner honoring
upperclassmen
at
LeMoyne
College who are scholarship
winners and honor students
will be held at the Holiday
Inn-Rivermont
Sunday,
this
Oct. 22, starting at 2:30 p.m.

Jackson, Sandra McNeal,
Barbara Jean Partee, Dayton C. Pegues, Joyce Ann
Powell. Mardest K. Van
Hooks and Patricia X. Walton.

land, Melvin L. Ford, Patricia Hardaway, Gladys
L. Harvey, Jo Ann Johnson, Rosie Johnson, Joy
L. Miller and Katherine
Turner.

Guest speaker will be Dr.
Carl Walter, assistant professor of religion at Southwestern
at Memphis.

JUNIORS:
Valeria
Blount, Carplyn E.

SENIORS: Georgia Anderson, John Flemming Jr.,

Ann
Boy-

Lou Doris Fowler, Jacqueline Johnson. Gloria M.
Knox, James Robinson and
Rubystine Turner.
Dr. John Charles Mickle, student placement director at Le
Moyne, is coordinating the affair.

Students
with
2.00
point
('B') or better averages will
he honored at the dinner. Le'4oyne is on the 3.00 grading
ystem.
Those who won scholarships
;rid have honor averages are:
SOPHOMORES: Joy W. Mc-,
!'herson, 2.68, and Mary Lee
Wright, 2.76; JUNIORS: Johnnie Mae Milan, 2.77: Gwendolyn Williams, 2.50, and Alma
R. Williams, 2.63; SENIORS:
Anita Curry, 2.50; Mary E.
,Holmes, 2.45;
Dorothy
Jr.
Morgan, 2.45, and Barbara J.
Wilson, 2.65.

SHELBY COUNTY TAXES
REAL ESTATE AND PERSONALTY FOR THE YEAR

1967

Scholarship winners to be
honored „at the dinner are:
SOPHOMORES: Wilma
Jean Boyd, Brenda J. Foster, Deborah Lee Harmon.
Mary D. Hassell, Acia N.

ARE NOW DUE & PAYABLE

Trinity Baptist
LPN (ORONATION—Members of the court of Mrs.
Viola Branch are seen with
her during coronation ceremonies aboard the Memphis Queen. From left are
Mrs. Dorothy Blue, Wal-

ter Chandler hospital: Mrs.
Branch, E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital: Mrs. Ida
Nelson, John Gaston; Mrs.
Grace Washington, Methodist hospital; and Mrs.
Medic Stevens, West Ten-

Future Homemakers Hear

neese Tuberculosis hospital.
Proceeds from the affair
were given to St. Jude
Research Hospital for Children in memory of the late
Mrs. Nannie Marsha Ger-

many, who was instructor
of Licensed Practical Nursing. The LPN Club's banquet will be held on Nov.
17 at the Holiday Inn.Ri‘ermont.

Hamilton High Teacher

Shelby County Office Bldg.
1_57 Poplar - Room 109

To Celebrate
Women's Day

Riley C. Garner, Coil-Li Tvistee

Annual Women's Day will be
observed at the Trinity Baptist
Church at 1058 Overton Park
on Sunday, Oct. 22.
The morning message will be
delivered by the pastor. Rev.
.1. B. Jones. with music by the
Trinity Women's chorus.

The Seventeenth Annual Uni-i Approximately
I 5 0 h gh workers in child development cash is principal and .Joseph The afternoon speaker will be
Mrs. L. V. Reser. a member
versity of Tennessee -Varsity school vocational teachers and in the State of Tennessee.
Wilkerson assistant principal.
of Progressive Baptist church.
Visit" for high school junioradvisers accompanied the stuOther participants will come
She spoke to the teachers on
and senior Future Farmers ofi
dents a7nd attended lectures at
from throughout the city.
"Techniques for Training Day
America and Future Home1the College of Home Economakers of America included
Musics for the program at
mics on new facets of home Care Aides in Child Developa chance for them to see the
3 p.m. will be sung by the
ment' an area of home econoeconomics.
Vols in action against Auburn
iwomen's chorus of Pleasant
mics receiving major emphasis
Hill Baptist Church, Binghampwhen 1500 Tennessee
high One of the speakers for the
ton.
school students observed educa- program was Mrs. Marie G. now.
banal and recreational facilities Harris director and coordinator Mrs. Harris coordinates the
The public is invited to all
on the campus at Knoxvillelof the first training program training program at Hamilton
services of the day.
recently.
'to be initiated for supervised High School where Harry T
Mrs. Mettle Harris is, chairman, and Mrs. Annie L. Copperidge co-chairman of Wo• The 40th
anniversary of men's Day.
Greater White Stone Baptist
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
church will be observed on
Sunday, Oct. 22, and the publi:"
is invited to attend.
To see radillaC
The church is located at 917
S. Wellington st. and has one
of the most beautiful educational buildings in the ar.a
Mack Winston is general chairIt's as easy to own a
man of the celebration.
The guest speaker for the 31
p.m. program will be Dr. W.
As any other ear on the market ...
Herbert Brewster along wqh
We appreciate your Business at
members of the East Trigg
Baptist church. Music will be
sung by the mass choirs of
Greater White Stone.
Mrs. Susie Hood is pro:;ram
chairman. Other chairmen are
Mrs. Mattie Kinnet Mrs. Nancy
Givens and W. 0. Woodruff
Rev. A. R. Williams is pastcr
l of the church.

Greater White

CORNETTE REALTY, INC.

•LOANS

/04 1968

elegance in action
radii/lc

MADISON CADILLAC

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

I

a standard ofthavin4:4

Beulah Baptist

•REAL ESTATE SALES

•INSURANCE

lAll Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT

Stone Planning

Anniversary

334 VANCE AVE.

•Everyone
needs a
relaxing
hobby

Women's Day
The Beulah Baptist church
of 2407 Douglass ave. will observe its Annual Women's Day.
.Sunday, Oct. 22. at 11 o'clock
a.m.
Mrs. Louise Robinson of St.
Matthew Baptist church will
he guest soloist. The church's
pastor, Rev. W. C. Holmes will
'deliver the morning message.
At 3 o'clock music will be
furnished
by the
Woman's
Chorus of Mt. Pisgan C.M.E.
church. Mrs. Miriam D. Sugarmon will deliver the Women's
Day address.

AND OWNER LOYALTY

The theme for the evening
will be given by Mrs. Mildred
P. Davis and Mrs. Dollye Love
will be guest soloist.
The public is invited to the
services.

Radio Executvie
Speaks To Youth
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

Annual Youth Day was celebrated on Sunday. Oct 15. at
the Collins Chapel CME church
in Covington, Tenn.
Speaking on
theme,
the
"Youth and The World They
Live In," was Bert Ferguson,
manager of Radio Station
WIDA.

or

Tel. 525-1861
C. C. Sawyer, Pres.

,Will Celebrate

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

C

like collecting
daily interest
It's so easy, and profitable. Just add to your
Union Planters oavings account on a regular basis and let your money do the work
while you relax. With interest compounded
every day of the year. the money you save
corns more money faster. Stick with a regular earinirs plan and you'll be amazed at
bow quickly you can accumulate enough
IIIDare to do something really big.

Yes, collecting daily interest is a reit
money-making hobby for everyone. And taa
make it even easier for you Union Planters
has a special save-by-mall kit so that you
don't even- need to make tripe to the bank.
Get your collection started today. Call ny
Union Planters Family Ranking Centerfoe
details or conic in to theone neer youto opus
your savings account.

Save at Union Planters
MORAL IPA Of MOMS / Omer c.o..oar ogiumn.COV/16110

Mrs. Betty Richard is youth'
director of the church.

4

527-9606

9
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The New
•
Tri-State Defender
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By Diggs Datrooth

"The South's Ini•peniont Wool*"
Horne Office: 236 South Danny Thomas Bouievard — IA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
WHITTIER A. SEN.GSTACKE
McCANN L. REID
BRYAN'I T. WILLIAMS, Sr.
RAY A. WICKS

WASHINGTON — Although there was little joy is some
when
of the more-informed (?) political circles in D. C.
members
of
the
of
identity
the
revealed
President Johnson
few
old
of
the
very
District,
the
for
Council
City
the new
Washingtonians had any objection. Rev. Walter Fanntroy,
widely
named vice-chairman; William S. (Turk) Thompson,
swinging
known as one of the founders of the socially
Guardsmen; Mrs. Margaret (Peggy Haywood, past National
sorority; and
Grand Basileus of the Lambda Kappa Mu
Recreation
the
in
worker
Stanley Anderson, a veteran
C. The
following
in
D.
substablial
Department, have a
lone unknown Is Joseph P. Yeldell, who admits that he
hasn't been active in civic affairs, but holds a responsible
job with IBM. Fauntroy, alone, had to make a sacrifice.
The personable young minister had to choose between his
long time allegiance to Dr. Martin Luther King and the
President's persuasion. With the "mayor" a Negro, Walter
Washington, and five Brothers on the City Council. there
is no question that Negroes have proper representation in
the new D. C. governmental policy body.
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Marshall And The Court

•
Thurgood Marshall, who appeared' groes motivated by a new conception
THE FIRST PERSON to reach Cleveland's Carl B.
32 times before the U. S. Supreme Court of right and justice.
Stokes (on the national level) after his primary victory was
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey. ,HHH was dinner
as a pleader for racial justice, now takes
Many of the civil rights cases that
host to Stokes and his wife, recently in Washington.
his place besides the black-robed mem_
Pinkett. the real estate broker who spearheaded a
Flaxie
hers of the court as an associate justice. will be argued before t h e Supreme
quickie luncheon for the Cleveland glamour candidate,
It is a momentous occasion for the high Court in coming years will be cases in
reports that $2,500 was raised and sent along to him.
Don't be surprised if President Johnson doesn't make an
tribunal which is already replete in his- which black power in one form or anfundamental
issue.
The
appearance in Cleveland before the November General
toric antecendents, for the Negro peo- other will be at
for Stokes. LBJ will undoubtedly call for all of
Election
constitutional
pie of whom Mr. Marshall is their first bases, of civil rights as
ethnic groups in that town's Democratic party
warring
the
representative, and for democracy as a prerogatives are now fairly well estabto come to the aid of Stokes To vote for the man—and not
lished. The movement that now occuhis race . . . A gossip column in the District's newest
utilitarian concept.
pies attention and which is blazing its
newspaper bankrolled by the D. C. Transit Co., reveals
The elevation of Solicitor - General way to the forefront of the battle-line
that the daughter of Carl Rowan, former USIA head and
now a syndicated columnist, has married a white man.
Marshall to the Supreme Court comes is, indubitably, black power.
The daughter, Barbara, is now Mrs. George Randels.
at the most critical moment in the turIt is reported that Rowan is part-owner of a house boat
react
Marshall
will
Justice
How
bulent history of the relationship be..
type restaurant that will be moored at the Marina in the
question comes before
tween black America and white Amen- when that loaded
Potomac River. And have you seen how much Rowan has
court is difficult to say. Mr. Marca. The crisis grows more acute with the
been "identifying" in the past few montlis—Safely, howabove all a constitutionalist who
is
hall
ever,
but identifying.
each passing year and as Negroes bewon 29 cases before the Supreme
has
•
come more and more impatient with
Dear Sir:
Congressman John Conyers blast
Court by basing his arguments on the
STUFF:
BACKDOOR
the snail's-like pace of the progression
officials confab held in Chicago has
elected
at
uttered
the
Constitution. It is
rationale
U.
of
S.
the
Having completed the editoritoward civil rights. The quest for a sothe White House staff searching for a Negro professional to
therefore safe to infer that he believes
al page of the Tri-State Delution becomes more burdensome and
serve in the Bureau of the Budget, where Conyers says
By JACKIE ROBINSON
I have been very fortunate and fender (30 Sept. '67 edition),
in court action, in law and order rather
there is only one Negro . . . Senator Ed Brooke's volley
complex.
than street demonstrations that often The daily press has a habit I realize that I do not have the I'm left with the feeling that at Housing Chief Bob Weaver has shook the town. UnIntroduction of the Black Power lead to physical confrontations. And he of labelling the louder, more same problems as the masses someone is attempting to brain- fortunately it appears that Brooke is right. HUD's lone
concept has engendered a sharp cleav- may join the conservatives on the court rabble-rousing and more sen- of our people. But no matter wash me. The two articles in Negro publist with a top rating, Willard Savory, has been
how rich or famous I might
particular that upset me most moved off the press desk in Urban Renewal leaving only
age of opinion among civil rights lead- when Black Power militancy calls for sation-minded Negroes "mill- become, no matter what
lux.
Dan Day, as The Brother in the information division of
were
tants
"
I
the open letter by Cornesuggest
some
of
the
might becomem, no matter what
ers. And the question arises with much his judicial opinion.
agency. And Danny doesn't have that top rating . .
the
editors look the word up be- luxuries or special privileges lia Crenshw and your endorseanxiety among white liberals as well as
Dawkins, who has an affinity for hot water, has
Maurice
I
might
cause,
achieve,
as they employ it, it is
no matter how ment of Mayor Ingram.
This is, of course, a mere assumpamong those who believe in the preserbeen demoted floor-wise at 0E0. He is no longer on the
many powerful friends I might
deLnitely a misnomer.
tion, but an assumption based on the
Whenever a Negro statues Executive Suite floor. He is now housed in a cubicle on
vation of status quo ante as to what the
make, I would never be the
laws of logical continuity. The new Jus- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., man I want to be until my that he wants an experienced
the second floor receiving not much more paper than his
Negro wants. Is it integration or seprecently told a newsman that humblest brother, black and
. . One of the
tice may rightly feel that he was not
white man for his mayor, and I IBM-punched check every two weeks
he supposed what the news- white, becomes the man
aration? For more than a quarter of a
he
moves
quietest
was
District
Larry Still from
in
that
the
of
placed on the court to defend or repre- man meant, in referring to
rejects a black Harvard graducentury, the overriding interest has
wants to be.
information chief at USES to the Civil Disorder slot.
some
other
leaders,
was
that
sent the Negro race. We suspect that
ate, I immediately feel that!
been on integration.
Larry, Capital Press Club prexy, who attracted a lot of
they were -military," rather So I must be involved in our that
man (you in this case)1 attention with his successful dinner this June, was requested
he may prove disappointing to many
fight
for
freedom.
I'd
like to
than militant. Dr. King has
The real split is between Negro or- who think he is permanently glued to clear title to this
should be investigated by the
by the Disorder commission all the way to the top.
observation. see many other middle class
Negroes
become
so
involved.
black population.
ganizations such as the NAACP and the civil rights. He is a conservative by For, non-violent though he may
It is not a simple or easy step.
National Urban League which have an temperament, discipline and experience. be, Martin King is one of the
CHECKING THE HEADLINES: From the Jackson
It
might even be a dangerous Now I'll put two questions
most militant men in the world.
interracial governing board and receive His attitude on the whole is pragmatic
one in view of the lunatics and to you; whether you answer (Miss.) Advocate: Models. Wanted. Attractive young ladies
I think it is high time that fanatics lurking on the sidelines. them or not depends on your to model for a new Negro adult magazine. Tan Cupid Dept.
considerable benefactions from white and the circumstances of his elevation
Baltimore, Md. . . . John Glenn, first astronaut to orbit
more of our middle class Ne- I have been writing and speak- guts and conscience:
Why do
philanthropists, and the new militant, to the high court may polarize his emo_
groes drop their ing out about violence, about you feel that a black Har- the earth, on the Today Show: "The U. S. should spend
highly vocal Negro groups who rally tions toward a conservative-liberal phi"above the bat- certain interpretations of Black vard graduate (Mr. Willis)
its money on clearing its slums and its other problems
is
tle" role and be- Power with which I do not Dot qualified for mayor? What before it takes off in. space." From Phoenix Tribr "Johnson
under the banner of black power and losophy.
come
involved agree.
Is the name of the white die- gets Funds For Study of Pornography." From a columnist's
are not passing hats around for white
with
the
strug- My mail has become enliven- hard John Bircher who is con- column: Describing a poster in the Sheriff's office in Niles,
The Supreme Court, from its gendonations. And furthermore, the latter
gles of our mass- ed with some pretty nasty let- trolling you and your news- Ind. The broad back of a police officer, hand hovering
esis, has been the center of a storm.
group owes no obeisance to white folk.
es. We are al-iters, even some threats. Not paper.
over his gun and a fleeting youth in the background, The
Justice Marshall cannot escape the fury
lowing
people too long ago, I received in the
caption reading ''Act and save the court costs." From
The latter will countenance no half- of the storm. His position is a good deal
a few and who mail a card from a deck f You have left a black reader the Ticker:
Great Yarmouth. England—Sixteen holiday
with
this
impression.
It's
time
way victory, no compromise formula more sensitive than that of any other
playing cards the black ace
and phil fd df
makers were marooned for three hours at the Barney Arms
for
you
to
do
some
soul-searchof
spades.
The
es.
word
"Ram"
We
ROBINSON
are
aland no deferment of -judgment and'- ac- member of the court. Only time will tell
pub here by a high tide. They staggered away Thursday
lowing people who speak for was inscribed on the card. I ing.
tion. This is a new generation of Ne- the direction of his judicial thinking.
when the tide went out . . In Camarthen Wales, Tom
a few and who project ideas don't know whether it was the
Maynard Jordan III
Reynolds and Lizzie Davies, who were teenage sweetand philosophy not shared by real thing from that group
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
the majority, to take the stage which drew a lot of publicity
hearts, met again 50 years later at Argel's Old People's
and dominate the spotlight. I and the arrest of some of its
Home here. Reynolds, 75, and Lizzie, 69, were married
believe there are many of us embers in an alleged plot to
Thursday in Llanwych Church . . . At Rooseville, Indiana,
of the middle class who can be kill Roy Wilkins, Whitney Young SHE GOT IT!
schools were closed Thursday while Health officials fumi
as militant in the cause of our and others. But I do know that
gated buildings and buses for head lice.
Skirting the civil rights question as ist who has not disassociated conser:a- people as anyone else I Con- I shall continue to write and
BOULDER, Colo.
IndusWOT'S HAPPENING: The President's Commission on
sider it my duty to be so. say what I believe. I don't seek trial psychologist Thaddeus
gingerly as he is accustomed to doing, tism and segregation,"
Civil Disorders will hold its first meeting in the States on
Mr. Wallace re- The Good Lord has
showered
to
be
anyone's
martyr or hero. M. Grahame kept asking his
former Governor George C. Wallace of
Oct. 19 and 20 in Cincinnati. Nathan Johnson, a former
plied that "I am not running on segre- blessings on me and this
s but telling it like I think it is wife what she wanted for her
assistant U. S. Attorney, will handle the hearing. Among
Alabama told a news conference at the
and its poeple, white coun:try and — that's the only way I know birthday.
gation — if I run."
the
Commission members on the panel for the Cincinnati
black,
have
been
good
to
me.
how to be me. (ANP Feature.)
Virginia Polytechnique Institute that
Oh, give rne a fire engine,
executive session will be Roy Wilkins . . . There _were
he would continue to welcome the sup"When they say that I've been asshe would reply.
plenty of raised eyebrows in D. C. at the news that Wiley
I
port of the Ku Klux Klan. He also said sociated with segregation
Branton
had quit his post as special assistant in the Justice
in the schools
So she had it — a 22-year
that in Aabarna, at least, he was a seg- of
Department to accept the $25,000 a year post as head of
-old white hook and ladder
Alabama, I suppose they are corregationist.
truck that formerly belonged the United Planning Organization (UOP), the ole town's
rect," the former Alabama Governor WASHINGTON — Michigan he was 'brainwashed" on Vietto the Denver Fire Department. poverty agency. Branton's intimates say that he accepted
Gov. George Ftomney's urban nam by administration officials Grahame said he drove it the the post which was
Indeed, it is the anti-democratic said. "But I want every state
lower in statue but higher in financial
to have tour is a politically timely
when he and other governors 22 miles to Boulder, stopping rewards because he was
forces in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi a choice. I am not telling
tired of paper shuffling . . Since
you how to development — for him. It will visited Vietnam in 1965. The only once for a dollars worth
the
Hotline
predicted
that
Ken Holbert would be eel as
and elsewhere in the deep south that are run your schools. I'm
running on states' give him an immediate rest trouble was that Romney put of gas.
Acting General Counsel of the Equal Employment Opporfrom his most troublesome all his associate governors on
prodding Mr. Wallace to run for t h e rights."
subject — Vietnam.
the spot with his statement. Said a surprised Mrs. Gra- tunity Commission in favor of a white person, the NAACP
Presidency on a Third-party ticket.
They
could only be embarras- hame: "This is too much. in Texas and the National Bar Association has sent wires
Everyone knows that the motivat- Romney came to Washington
of protest to the White House. Which leads us back to the
sed
by
and reject such a Maybe I'll rent it out as a
Strange to say there are among ing spirit behind states'
rights is seg- recently to explain his "brain- charge, which they did.
rallying
cry: Squirm, baby squirm!
washer."
window
wash" boo-boo. He emphasized
Southern white liberals some who are regation. Mr.
Wallace is indulging in he would not be holding regubeginning to show their hands against fancy foot-work
when he attempts to lar news conferences _with poWallace and his presidential aspirations. disassociate
states' rights from segre- litical reporters for some time.
First, he'd be on his tour of
Not that they are in sympathy with the gation.
cities, with little time for news
cause of racial justice, but because they
conferences as he looked and
What is most encouraging about listened
see in Wallace a serious threat to the
Years ago, when the sachems from speculators who want to ers and others of mysterious of
the non prestigious tO go
the
Wallace
movement is that the more
cause of states' rights.
After that, he said he has a of Tammany Hall met in Au- know every proposed stop for staffed by lawyers and certified around.
it gathers steam, the more Negroes be- special session .of his
legisla- gust in solemn session, if some- the subway system: that's public accountants, professional The answer today is charisWhen a reporter for the student low the Mason
and Dixon Line are de- ture starting Oct. 10. Then after one stuck his head in the door "honest graft" because after all if any employment, today
is ma The only trouble is charisthe mid-October National Gov- and shouted, "The saloon's on New York is getting another men and women, some of the ma is
newspaper at V.P.I. asked him whether termined to
where you find it; it
pool their political strength ernors
fire!" the place would be transportation complex.
Conference he plans
women
almost
professional blesses Republican and Demohe was not hurting the cause of states' so DA to become a
major factor in next trip to Europe, and then, at emptied forthwith.
But how times have changed. enough to take complete charge crat alike. There
is no way
rights "because you are a segregation. year's elections.
Christmas time, he will be in Tammany, the Democratic Last July, Tammany almost of the party.
"honest graft" can control it.
party organization of New York, elected a woman as its leader. There is the difference t
the Far East.
in the
was not always populated by Her Name was Mrs. Ronnie old days Tammany
wielded
Time heals many things This men from the prestige
profes- Eldridge and she came within complete power. It decided
is what the Romney camp is sions. But for several
genera- one vote of winning the ma- everything, from who would
counting on. Romney can do tions Tammany ran
In an address before the National in orations
New York. jority. Lacking that vote, she be mayor to who would be
and editorials during the nothing about events in Viet- It was
a Tammany sachem who withdfew, although she had dogcatcher, from what corporaConvocation on World Hunger held the past two decades that both its size and nam anyway. If the war drags offered the definition
between Senator Robert Kennedy's back- tion would furnish the girders
other day in New York City, Charles B. significance tend to be obscured by rhe- on, any Republican presidential "graft" and "honest graft." ing. We can surmise that she for the George Washington
candidate will benefit, even if The
difference I admit wes withdrew because she thought Bridge to who would receive
Shuman, president of the American torical overskill."
silent. If a surprise peace move subtle,
a fine
that by losing she would en- a license to open a pawnshop.
Farm Bureau Federation, said
Many billions of dollars in foreign develops before the GOP na- line, but neverthat
danger the Senator's prestige Now it decides—nothing. Every- "Who is Your Brother's Keeptional
convention
next
August,
theless there. It
there was no need to starve. The world aid appropriations have been voted by
among the rank and file. Pres- body is respectable and nobody er?" is the timely topic of a
Romney can scarcely claim
is one thing to
tige is something Tammany decides anything.
free one-hour lecture to be
food problem has been thoroughly dis- Congress, while dozens of organizations much credit for it.
take a bribe
takes seriously these days.
The Republicans decide things given on Thursday, Oct. 19, at
cussed and publicized. President John- and agencies have poured thousands of
In -short, the less he says from a man
The new leader of Tammany today, men like John Lindsay 12 noon in the Venetian room
son has called it one of the foremost technicians into a, thus far, fruitless right now, the better. Especial- who wants a
is Frank G. Rossetti who wears than whom nobody is more of the Sheraton-Peabody hotel a diamond ring on his finger respectable. Of course, the The speaker will be Neil H
challenges to mankind, while his Science effort to bring food productivity into ly in view of his own self-in- franchise:
that's graft It
kted "btainwash" 'wound.
so the old order not completely answer for Tammany is not to Bowles of Atlanta, a member
Advisory Committee finds that "the balance with population growth in the
is another to fill
passetb. But passeth enough it fill up the ranks with the non- of the Christian Science Board
There is little doubt he hurt your
subject has been treated so thoroughly !developing nations .
pockets
does. Where Tammany was prestigious. It is impossilbe of Lectureship.
110IXtILN
himself with his admission that with
money
once populated by saloon keep- anyway. There are not enough The public is invited.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Replies To Hate

Letter To
The Editor

Mail Senders

KKK For Wallace
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Urban Tour Was Timely For Romney

ONLY IN AMERICA

How Times Have Changed At Tammany Hail

World Food Problem

Free Lecture
At Peabody
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!Church Will
Honor Pastor
On Anniversary

Former Urban League Head Lecturing Here

First Baptist Church Broad
will honor the pastor, Rev. H.C.
Cherry, and his wife, Mrs.
Cherry, on his thirteenth anniversary as the pastor of the
church during services to be
climaxed on Nov. 19.
Rev. Cherry is the moderator
of the Bolivar County Association and has been elected president of the Progressive Convention of Mississippi, succeeding
the late Rev. L. S. Sorrell.
Among the pastors to part!.
elate in Sunday services lead- SECURITY POLICEMAN-Airing up to the one to be deliver- man William Young, grandson
ed on Nov. 19 by Dr. C. M. of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew BlakLee at 3 p.m. Revs. T. R. Buck- ley of 1425 James at., has comner, H. P. Sandridge, Samuel pleted basic training at Lackland AFB, Tex., and is reHerring, and L. A. Blake.
A banquet will follow the an- maining at its Air Force Techniversary sermon by Dr. Lee. nical Training Center for ape12,7. and Mrs. Cherry will be cialixed training as a security
honored for outstanding. leader- policeman. A graduate of
Hamilton High school, he atship.
Mrs. Robert Grice and Ander- tended Arkansas AM&N college
son Lewis are chairman of the at Pine Bluff before entering
the Air Force.
celebration.

LeMoyne Squad
To Participate
In Six Meets

Lester B. Granger of New president of the Internationalinewer nations of Asia
and Al.
York City, executive director Conference of Social Work and rice•
of the National Urban League as head of the National Con
Mr. Granger will address hisfor 20 years before he was
tory, political science, sociology
Work.
Social
ference
on
retired in 1964, is guest lecand social science classes durturer at LeMoyne College this The widely travelled Mr. ing the week. He will conduct
week.
Granger has been close to po- special conferences with stuMr. Granger has served u litical and social affairs of the dents all day Friday.
STILLIGHT BOURBON WHISKY•SS PROOF•CMS,OLD comae DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, WI'.

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

CHAR
OLD
TER
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
7Years old

Overseas Wives
Meet On Thursday

The Overseas Wives club will
meet on Thursday night, Oct.
To put it bluntly, Buddy, what are you worth beside your chemical content?
cross- 19, at 7:30 at the Red Cross
College's
LeMoyne
by Building at 1400 Central for a
coached
squad,
country
domonstration.
Milton Mack, still must run in cosmetic
six more meets, it was an- Women whose husbands are
nounced by Athletic Director serving in any branch of the
Jerry C. Johnson.
military service overseas airi
Events include:
cordially invited to attend.
LeMoyne,
vs.
Ala.
Tuskegee of
Oct. 20. at CBC.
Stillman of Ala. vs LeMoyne,
Oct. 24, at CBC.
Tennessee Intercollegiate Meet,
Southwestern.
DENVER -(UPI)- Illegal were carried in a copyrighted gun, dynamite and plans for Oct. 28. at Tuskegee at Tus
LeMoyne vs
weapons found in the Colorado story in the Denver Post.
Hass said the dynamite, the
Nov. 4.
Rockies of Denver were "plant- Hass said the illegal arms shotgun and the machinegun kgee,
Tougaloo of Miss. vs LeMoyne,
ed" among other arms as an were brought by a Minuteman plans were planted by persons
Nov. 11, at CRC.
attempt to "smear" the lead- defector as an attempt to unfriendly to the organization.
Southern Intercollegiate Ather of the right wing "minute- smear the name of Minuteman He said a "team" of men
letic Conference meet, Nov. 18,
man" organization, an official chief Robert Bolivar De Pugh. from the organization had
at Atlanta.
of the group said.
The Denver newspaper said brought rifles and other equipEdward Hass of Camden, an "informant" had led its ment into the area, but siad
N.J., state coordinator for reporters to caches of arms,ithe main purpose of the visit
Minutemen in • New Jersey,,hidden in various points in Ito the state was to write a
made the charge from the or- the mountain areas. A number book on guerrilla warfare and
ganization's headquarters in of weapons were found, includ- to map the mountain area as
Independence, Mo. His remarks ing an illegal sawed-off shot.
possible operations base in
the event of a Communist
takeover of the country.
"With De Pugh set for trial Five attractions have
been
next rnont h."
Minutemen arranged in the Artist Series
wouldn't
risk the
adverse annually presented by Lane
publicity that would follow an College,
it was, announced toillegal weapons charge or disday by Dr. C. D. Bigger,
closure that they had brought
chairman of the sponsoring
The New York Stock Ex- body and Co.
explosives or machine gun
committee, the Division of
change and information invesplans
into
the
state, Hass said.
Questions from the auti:ence
Humanities.
tors' need are the subjec s for will
be discussed by a panel of De Pugh is free on bond Starting with
the second in the series of in- men from
pending
an
appeal
of
a
fourthree different brok"Lost In The Stars," Tuesday,
vestment programs at the erage firms.
Since ,the program year prison sentence for vio- October 24, starring Levern
Main Library, McLean nil is
lation
of
the
National
Firebroadcast on WMPS-FM, the
Hutcherson and Lucia Hawkins,
Held every Wednesday even- listening audience will be given arms act.
series will include a Novemthe
ing during October. at 7:30 a telephone number so that
ber 16 production of "The
p.m., and offered free to the they, too, may call in to have
Romero Torea Flamenco Festipublic, "The ABC's of invest- their questions considered.
val" by a Spanish dance group.
nig in the Stock MarkeL' is Speakers are Carey C. Cunsponsored by the M•2mphis ningham, Orvis Bros. & Co.: Owen College students are The New York Sextet (Vocal
Public Library and prepared and Edward J. Good, J. C. being tested this week for Group, art songs, operatic seby a committee representing' Bradford & Co. Composing the parts in the Dramatic Club's lections, folk songs, Broadway
planned production of "Hedda hits), February 28; "Come
local firms that are members•panel are: Allen Morgan,
Play Every Saturday
of the New York Rocs Ex• Courts & Co.; Raymond L. Gabler," a play by Henrik Dance With Us" (Ballet Team),
March
19.
Ibsen.
Student
Night, WMC-TV, Channel
director and
change. Chairman, and also,Mossing, Goodbody & Co.; and
moderator for the programs, is I Barry Polston, J. C. Bradford stage manager also ate being "The Ritter-ALlen Duo" (Vio5,
7 to 7:30 P.M.
lin
piano)
and
April 30, carn.
sought for the drama.
Charles Wexler from Cowl- l& Co.
plate the series.

Minutemen Call Weapons
Cache In Colo., A

4•4

•

-rtem

Five Programs
Announced For
Artist Series

Programs On Investment
Sponsored By Library

WINNERS

Owen Students
Try For Drama

PRICE",--ibr
S31E 31EALLOVIIIE"

$500 WINNER

$500 WINNER

Play Every Saturday
Night, WMC-TV, Channel
5, 7 to 7:30 P.M.

Earl W. Geese
1647 Waverly

$100 WINNER

Hi-way Specials

1188

ALL NYLON
FULL 4-PLY w
6.0(413
Tubeless Blackwell

Plus 1.59
Federal
Excis• lox
end Your
Old Tire

Mrs. Bernice Yong
473 Raman Ave.
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
Tread Life Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: All failures
of th• tire resulting from normal
rood hazards or defects in material
or workmanship.
For How Long: Fer th• life of
th• original tread.
What Sears Will Do: Repair nail
punctures at no charge. In *to
case of failure, in exchange for
th• tire, replace it charging only
th• proportion of current regular
siti ling pric•s plus Federal Excise
lox that represents tread used.

TUBELESS BL ACK WALLS
Price With Plus
Tire
Tire
Price With Plus
Old Tire F.E.T.
Size
Old Tire F.E.T. Slur
19.88
2.56
1.80 8.50.14
13.88
6.50.13
1.88
13.88
1.93 6.00.15
7.00103
15.88
2.04
14.88
1.93 6.5005
6.50•14
13.88
15.88
2.23
2.21 6.7005
7.0004
14.88
2.33
17.88
2.21 7.10.15
7.50.14
15.88
2.53
19.88
2.38 7.600 5
5.00x14
17.88
MOST TUBELESS WHITEWALLS ONLY $3
MORE Plus SAME TAX PER TIRE

Searl
alb

$500 WINNER

Tread Wear-Out Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: Tread wear
out.
For How Long: The number of
months specifiedWhat Sears Will Do: In exchange
for ih• tire, replace it, charging
the current regular selling price
plus Federal Excise Tax less a
set percentage allowance.

•Tire Mounting •Tire Inspection
. Tire Rotation
WHEELS
BALANCED

$5

Tires And Batteries Also Available At Our Third St. and Other Sears Stores
SHOP AT SEARS'AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Back

Mrs. Daisy has
2390 Park Ave.

FREE Allstate

4
WHITEHAVEN
1200 Southland Mall
396-5151

POPLAR .
CROSSTOWN
4570 Poplar
.195 N. Cromitown
682-1511
276-0411

7

Mrs. Dena Rickardsen
2303 Marro'

Always A Winner...

QUALITY STAMPS

•
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Society
Merry
Go-round

Mrs. Oscar Crawford intro- Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Minor,
duced guests to the receiving' Mrs. John R. Arnold, Jr., Mrs.
line. Among the many guests C. M. Rouhac, Mrs. Phillip
offering
.champagne toasts to Booth, Mrs. Stephen Boone ana
the happiness of the couple many more.
were Mr. and Mrs. Elgin
Turney, Miss Carolyn Henry,
Larry Suarez, Mrs. Gladys
Clark, Mrs. Virginia Grinner.
Miss Rubystein Boykin, Mrs.
M. S. Pamphlet. Mrs. Corine
Haley, Mrs. Rose Wilkerson,
Mrs. William B Parker, Mrs.
Jessie Riles, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivory Flagg, Mr. and Mrs.
0. L. Morgan, Mrs. J. D. Wil- Annual Women's Day was
liams, Mrs. Jewel Hulbert. celebrated last Sunday at the
Mrs. James S. Byas and Mrs. Mt. Bethel Baptist church at
Zack Hightower.
775 Tanglewood, and the theme
Watching the couple drink was "Christian
Women at
trom the wedding cup were Work
in Changing Times."
Danny Wilkerson. Joyce ParThe guest speaker for the
ker, Mrs. Mabel Gooden, Mr.
program at 3 pin, was Mrs.
and Mrs. Willis Nichols. Miss
Simmons, a member
Nettie R. Bell, Mrs. Sarah Dorothy
Little Rock Baptist
the
of
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. P. W.
Thornton, Miss Carol Thomp- church.
was
son, Miss Wendolyn Corley, Mrs. Mildred Clark
Miss Thelma Stewart, Miss chairman of the service and
Erdyne Corley, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Thelma Jones co-chairClaiborne Davis, Mrs. T. H. man. Miss Elsie Clark is
Hayes, Jr., Mrs. H. A. Gil- church reporter.
Rev. C. ?dickens, Jr., is pasliam, Mrs. Lonnie Brisco, Mr
and Mrs. Samuel McAnulty, tor of the church.
—.000
-—

Women's Day

...•••••••••••••111=1,•••••

At Mt. Bethel

ERMA LEE LAWS
• session night for the Cardette;
and Joyce Pinkston was their
Think Back—Often a re' hostess at her home on N irris
trospest delights the mind.''
Road. These girls were vying
Dante
for such bounty as silver trays
On the Club Circuit...The and fortunate enough to claim
week-ends are strictly devoted them were Elene Phillips and
Bernice Williams, whose broto club meetings and the gals ther
Howard is Joyce's abaciget out their best and get to- some
mate.
gether for
glorious timis.
Somehow we got our wires
After it was apparent tint
crossed and thought Euralia they had not come into the
Fletcher's meeting was Friday winners' category. Ethel Bell,
instead of Saturday and there Annie Bell Saunders, Dot Tugwe were all dressed t wenty- gle, Rita Olive and Maria
four hours in advance. It's Pinkston, another sister-in-law
great to have good friends of Joyce who was fill in began
who'lf come to your reseue to reflect on the scrumptous
and since we were all keytd dinner of Cornish hens, and
to go out. Tillie and Harold other
delicious
et
ceteras
Whalum took us to dinne7 at which Joyce would like to say
the Embers.
she prepared but didn't. Mind
you she can claim she did bake
Anyway Euralia entertained
the pound cake which the girls
the PATS in grand style just
found to be mouth watering
as she had planned down at good.
her picturesque retreat in Hernando. Costumed in blue and
Mary Bradley was hostess to
green hostess pants she pleas- the LaVogue Bridge
set Friday
antly greeted the girls who evening at her home
on Waverhad tall tales about getting ly and served them turkey
with
lost. This was soon a forgotten all its trimmings.
subject when Mollie Fields arrived in her blue silk suit and
She gifted prize winners Warblue stockings with the fliral ren Hawkins, Othella Shannon,
designs which were really say- Sadie McCoy and guest Martha
ing something.
Flowers with whimsy lingerie,
cologne, and a purse set. Other
Twas an impromtu fashion
members of the coterie on the
show when each girl arrived
scene were Bernadine Holmes,
Ezzelle Parks wore white,1
Mettle Ward, Cora Smith, LarThelma Miller black and white.
cenia Cain, Ardenia Herndon,
Wilhelmein
Thompson
blue, Beecher
Dobbs, Dora Todd,
Hazel Lee, a white sweater i
WEDDING PARTY—of Mr.
and Bertha Johnson.
Bridesmaids Ere m left to
Garmon. Groosmen left to
Ike Holleyfield. In the cenknit. She was talking about,
and Mrs. Richard Johnson,
right: Mrs. Booker T.
right: Billy Cunningham,
ter is Rev. Theodore Weisher trip to Florida where shc Invited for the evening were HI pose with the couple
Jones, Miss Dianna BrisJim Cunningham, Weleb
er, pastor who officiated
warkers Ophelia Vanpelt, Fannie West, on the altar of St. Thomas
attended a
social
coe. the bridal pair. Miss
Jones, Lieutenant Wilks,
and in the center foremeeting during the cocktail Margaret Goodloe, Ethel Isa- Catholic Church immediateMaudette Brownlee. maid
A. C. Curtis, James Carground are Russell Gregofashion hour; Ethel Isabel's bel, St. Ivory Jeans and Lillian! ly following the ceremony.
of honor and Miss Georgia
penter, Ernest Batton, and
ry, III and Stephanie
cheeks were rosy from her Thompson.
'tonne.
bright red dress; Hattie House,
wore blue, Julia Woodard green Back to the Saturday bridge daring to wear the shortest
becoming; fests, Thelma Harris was hold- skirt, crazy pants, granny
most
was
knit
!reception and guiding the many
Shirley Johnson was in a blue ing sway with the Sequins at dresses and you name it.
guests over the well manicured
knit with green running alone her home in Fuller State Park When they
lawns
were Misses Julia Samet
Friday
they ,
the sleeves and hemline: and and partaking of the prime had serious
matters
on
heir'
Linda
ville,
Hargraves, Dianne
roast beef catered supper the
Lucy Johnson wore white.
minds — the transportation of
girls turned their attention to
Westbrook.
Robbie
Herron,
the blind adults to the Adult
After enjoying the catered their favorite card
Williams.
Myrna
Carolyn
Johngame—
Basic Education class at Georturkey dinner it was time to BRIDGE.
sister
son,
groom
of
the
and
gia
Avenue
two
nights
a w.ek. Richard
turn to bridge and prize winJohnson, III. claim- A. C. Curtis, was best man.'Elizabeth Davis.
ners were Lucy. a set of pink son, Juanita Crenshaw and This group of young fernmts ed Miss Twyla
DeLize Miles Groomsmen were Billy Cun- Among the many guests offloral towels. Ethel. a corn Gloria Howard are aglow over provide t h is transportation
I .
.and
to
raise
as
his
bride
in a Nlaptial High nuighain, Jim
money mr the proCunningham, fering congratulations to the
server set and Julia a purse their pretty powder roOm accessories, all in various shades ject they're raffling off a Mass recently at the St. Thom- Lieutenant Wilks, James Car- young couple were Mrs. Lou-I
set.
I
of pink. Mildred Williams came twenty-five dollar gift certifi- as Catholic Church with the
penter, Ernest Batton, Ike ella Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.'
Guesting and winning prizes in for the booby, a hurricane cate in December just before Rev. Theodore Weiser,
P.M.
were Eddie Rideoout, a blue lamp.
Christmas. They also have officiating. The bride is the Hollyefield. and Weleb Jones. Howard Bell. Sr., all grand-;
floral towel set; she -News:
plans for a talent show to bene daughter of Mrs. Goff Miles The bride's mother enter- parents of the groom, Mrs.
Also driving out for the pleas- fit the project in February.
and John Miles of Los An- tained with a reception im- Sarah Bell, Mrs. Minnie Jackwhite very well, Sallie Bart,eles. California. The groom mediately following the ceretholomew in blue and winning ant evening wee Almazine
See
any
one
Davis,
of
is
Jessie
the son of Mr. and Mrs. mony on the back lawn of her son, Samuel Jackson, Jr.. Miss
the
young
Fannie'
McNeely,
server
set;
Helen
corn
a
home at 713 Lucy. The bride's Marilyn Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
ladies
about
a
Richard
Prater.
chance
Margaret
on the
Johnson, Jr.
McWilliams,
Johnson in orange, Jewel Huli
bert in black and white, Cora Ruth Mims, Ester Brown, and raffle, they are Peggy Brewer, The radiant young bride giv- mother. wore a pink silk dress Howard Bell, Jr., Mrs. Catheand pink flowered hat. The
rine Batten and sons, Ernest,
Smith in red, and yours truly Bertha Johnson filling in for Lorene Buford, Anne Curtis, en in marriage by Kelly Sul- '
Mose Yvonne Hooks, Mary livan of Detroit, Michigan groom's mother wore a silk
who just has to brag tha' we absent members,
Michael, Don, and Eric,
turquoise
suit
with matching Jr.,
Hudson. Evelyn Mayes, Clara walked down the aisle in a
almost won the second prize.
Mrs. Columbus Fosand
Mr.
And
Minnie
Mae
Woods Parker. Betty Payne-. Mary long white gown of peau de hat. Both mothers wore white
'Tis -a good feeling to be io was
playing
hybrid
Frances Tysus,
the
orchids.
Mrs.
Mrs.
role
Jr.,
tkr,
of
Arthur
hostess
Foie
and
Rhodes, Maxine Shipp, Beverly
valenene lace. The
the running and many thanks to her
bridge mates in SKC Smith, Mattie Taylor. Evelyn modified tent dress had a slight Willia ms. the bride's grand- Miss Anita Foster. Miss Jackie
to some good partners.
Saturday night also at her Vavassuer. J e w el
Walker, train and the bodice and mother wore blue lace and a Foster. Gerald Foster and Mr.
Saturday night is also bridge
home on Fay. Minnie Mae, Doris Walls, Gloria
and Mrs. Lee Johnson, all rel
Ward sleeves had applicues of lace white orchid.
Hostesses at the beautiful atives of the groom.
who teaches home economics Gloria Young and Erdyne Hall. and seed pearls.
and could easily hang out her
She wore a tiered short bridshingle, served the femmes For Us...The AKA's are raf- al veil of ivory illusion which
creamed turkey in a rice ring, fling off a twenty-five dollar seas attached to a seed pearl
French bean casserole, tomato U.S. Savings Bond at their and crystal headpiece, casand vegetable salad, hot rolls Harvest Dance Nov. 10, at the cading into a face veil and
and coffee and some of the Club Rosewood. Elma Mardis carried a sheath of white orbest homemade peach ice is basileus and the Deltas are chids.
again sponsoring the Ebony The altar was beautifully
cream to boot.
Fashion Fair which will be decorated with an arrangement
After satiating themselves it November 7, at the Chisca of white chyrsanthemums and
was time for the game and Plaza.
cathedral c a ndles. Candles
winning fragant prizes of hand
with huge pink bows were
Lucille Askew is again en- placed down the aisle of the
lotion and dusting powders
were Louise Davis. Gertrude sconed in her Motor City home church.
after visiting her cousin Leola
Miss
Maudette
Brownlee,
Walker and Juanita Arnold.
Also on hand were SKCs Mitchell in the Bluff City. longtime friend of the bride
Julia Hopkins. Alma Booth, Lucille is a former Memphian and a Co-Ette sister of hers
Briscoe,
Charlesteen and the former Lucille Jones. was maid of honor. BridesMelba
She also spent time with an- maids were Mrs. Booker T.
Miles and Mildred Crawford.
other cousin Denise Hawkins. Jones. Miss Dianna Briscoe,
Guests were Addie Jones,
and Miss Georgia Garmon.
Marsha They wore long formal
Cheryl
Ann and
who won first prize, and Margowns
tha Flowers. Bertha Ray. Lula Williams are already making in a ribbed ottoman fabric.
Pope. Bernice Barber and plans for holiday visits home. The empire silhouette was
Rosalind Hayes, who were all They're the daughters of Velma accentuated by a Venice lace
pleasantly suprised with gifts and James Williams on Steph- band at the waist trimmed with
, ens Place. Cheryl is senior at pink velvet ribbon The handof lotion from their hostess.
majoring ing of lace and ribbon extendLincoln University
Lavonia Deberry and Helen in Elementary Education and ed down a floating back panel.
Green were co-hostesses to the Marsha is an upper classman The long tapered sleeve was
Rubaiyats Friday evening at! at Beloit College doing her edged at the wrist with matchthe Flame Restaurant. These field work in Physics at Lock- ing lace.
girls don't play serious bridge heed Missle Base in Sunnyvale. The headpieces were clusters
of pink roses softened with
hut odd little games and are Calif..
tiers of veiling.
always racking their minds
Pinkstoa
, Additions to the
The flower girl was Stephanfor something original. They've
arty
b rthd •
• list are Ida ie Boone, daughter of Mr and
had mini skirt club meetings
and Major George Robinson, Mrs. Stephen Boone. The ring
with prizes going to the girl
Bobby and John Stokes, Jerry bearer was Russell Gregory
SHORTIE
and Ben Cooper and Agnes III, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rusand Aggie Anderson.
sell Gregory. Jr.
r

downtown • union awe.
southland such

fashion specialists in sires
1
2 to 32/
1
2 .,
18 to 60 and 16/

z
lightweight'et
tweed

4'hesterfield'

lightweight pure
wool tweed fesh.
ioned into a Haltering Chesterfield
coat . . . dyed-tocotton
match
suede collar and
buttons ...
lined I e r weightless warmth ..
choose blue al
SOW.

Twyla Miles Is Wed
To Richard Johnson

VAIL ORDERS' Add Mc postal.
plus .0, tax for Teen. den,'Ty
sic Catherine's now revolving charge
nothing dawn-4 months to pay.

fJ

kXLEA.

i STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVE.
WHITEHAVEN

GIGANTIC
END

• 64 SO. MAIN
•
•
1,02 UNION
•
• SOUTHLAND MALL •

BY

Mon

14 North Maln Street
Comer of Ceert aed Maim (Downstairs) 527-361!

OF SEASON SALE!

100% Human Hair

LONG 3895

.5
Pest Control
Servkes
now honor

(Fly now;
spray•later.)
You needn't bank here to
join BankAmericard,
another people service
from

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK

00,•••••••••••••••••••••••
4411•00
,
•
000•00.••••00••••00••••••

BRAIDS 4"

WIGS

EI
rilli11
011
MAKING YOUR
LIFE MISERABLE?

You don't hays to live with the
awful torment of skin upset by
the agonies of itching of certain
minor skin irritations. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT is
the proven way millions get fast,
blessed relief when their skin
cries "help". As this internationally famous skin medication eases
the itching, and inducen fast relief from itching miseries, you'll
feel better fast! Doctors knew
scratching can disfigure as well
as cause dangerous infection.
Yoe owe it to your comfort. and
appearance, to let PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT help
mass your life liveable again.

19"

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL _ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

LONG

FALLS

3495

HANDMADE

49"

95
LONG BLONDE59
1295

HAIRLON

•
WIGLETS

ALL SHADES 895

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

INC.
248 Vence Ave.

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tomplosses
41\1
"YOUR Company Melee What Yew Ask Few Ai
Creates Whet You Think Or

EXPERT STYLING
SAME DAY SERVICE

3"

WE HONOR
F'PST NAY

BANKAMERICARO
/Po

174400
S21-4434
31$-111144

e
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Pats

49th Straight
Rights March
In Milwaukee

BILLY HYMAN SAYS
SEE US AND SAVE
1x12 White Pine Decking ....$75 M
2x4 Cedar. RL .............$59 M
4x8" Lauan Paneling .....$2.99 Ea.
1x8 105 Siding
$89 M
1 x 10 Rustic Cedar Siding ... $69 M
I x6 Cedar Fencing
4/
1
2c lin. ft.
lx6 Pattern 117 Siding
$79 M
% 4x8 -t--2 Chip Board ....$2 49 Ea.
211, 2x8 Plywood
....39c Ea.
4x8 Plywood .... .99c Ea.
Antique Kits
. .51.99 Las'
Spray Paint
69c Es.
PostFormed
Cabinet Tops
SI.99 un. ft.
Formica Type Counter Top I9c Sq. Ft_
1x3 Short YP Flooring
$59 M
11
/
2 Oak Fig. (short)
$59 M
Pouring Wool
99c
Storm Doors
$19.95 Ea.
Latex Paint
$2.49 Gal.

MILWAUKEE, Wis — Some
350 open housing advocates
led by the Rev Groppi marched through a light rain Sunday in the 49th consecutive
night of demonstrations.
The column struck out following a rally at St. Boniface
Catholic
Church.
Newsmen
were barred from the rally.
Father Groppi, the white
Roman Catholic priest who
sparked the series of marches
which began Aug. 28, was in
the lead. He was accompanied
by comedian Dick Gregory.
The march came on the
eve of a scheduled public
hearing on the controversial
open housing issue before the
city's Common Council. The
hearing will be held against a
backdrop of earlier racial
rioting
and
the
marathon
marching by the tough-footed
civil rights militants.
The
alderman
will
sider three proposals.

ton-

One was offered by Mrs.
Vel Phillips, the council's only
Negro member. It would make
discrimination in the sale oe
rental of all housing strictly
on the basis of race illegal 13
the city.
NTH ANNIVERSARY —
Mr. and Mrs. Zerah Fisher prepare to cut the cake
during
p a r ty honoring
their 20th wedding anniver-

sary. Some 30 persons were
on hand in the couple's
home at 1530 Standridge for
the affair held Saturday
night, Oct. 7. Mrs. Fisher

Is the mother of Rudolph
Myers, professional football player with the Montreal Alouettes of the Cans.
than League.
_
daughters who reject their
parents, but rebel in such a
way that they most resemble
them.

1967 LPN QUEEN — Mrs.
Viola Branch, a member of
the staff of E. H. Crump
Memorial Hospital, is seen
aboard the Memphis Queen,
an excursion boat, shortly

In-town and out-of-town customers. Special cash
and carry prices on our entire stock of lumber and
building materials. Too many items to list them a—
but shown are some of our low, low prices.

after she was crowned
queen in a contest sponsored by the licensed Practitical Nurses club of Memphis recently.

We can handle your. entire building needs, if not in
stock, we can get them for you at a small handl*"
charge, delivery terms always arranged.

"2" CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Mayor Henry Maier has
offered a similar ordinance,
but one which would apply
only after 14 surrounding
suburbs adopted similar
measures. Maier has said
Members of the New Tyler l
a city-only ordinance would
AME church at 568 Carpenter' Dr. John H, Parks, psychiasend whites fleeing to the
honored the pastor and wife,!trist-director of two compresuburbs."
Rev. and Mrs. Loyce Patrick,'hensive care centers in Lexingmeasure
was and the assistant pastor, Rev.;
All of this goes against the The third
ton, Ky , will address a Letraditional
picture
of
the offered by Alderman Robert H. R. Jackson, last Siluilayi
Moyne College assembly at
American as the man who sees Dwyer. It s upports open afternoon.
10:30 a.m. Friday. Oct. 20, in
problems /IF things to be housing in principle, but ensolved and overcome, not run dorsed
v o 1 untary
methods Rev. E. C. Smith, pasto: of the Little Theatre on campus.
away from nor resisted. For- of achieving it
the Rock of Ages AME church.
tunately, the ranks of those
and his choir were guests for He will discuss "The Human- 10
who are concerned shout our
the services,
istic Approach to Psychology: up!
country are growing. Many
the Relation Between the Psywas
Mrs. ,Roberta Goodrich
pecple who were indifferent are
of Art and Religion."
chology
affair.
chairman
of
the
i now becoming involved in the
1‘.
k KV V()UN( JR.
, 'fight against racism.
It has been said that crisis
...
brings out the best in people.
I have high hopes that our TEANECK, N.J. —(UP!)—
urban racial crisis will bring Bob Lloyd, an All-American
out the best in Americans of guard at Rutgers who led the
One of the most publicized tenth of its needs.
all politicil creeds and opinNCAA in foul shotting last
aspects of the current scene all the anti-poverty workers ions,
season, has signed an Ameriis the "hirpie" movement who were supposed to have
can B a sketball Association
The sight of thousands of taken part in riots. But the
contract with the New Jersey
young people, most of them fCtS Are that only six anti- L
Americans, it was announced
from middle-class homes, drop- poverty workers in the whole
Sunday.
ping out of society for a life country were arrested. That's i
irresnon-lhility probably less than the total
of
bohemian
Lloyd, who originally signed
of
e1
ch"
- Pri
it wid-ly rererted and ditcexs-'timberrolieemn
a
contract with the National
with misconduct during the
ed.
.
.
Tl^e Lambert Church of God Basketball Association's Deits.
ey 1- e tl-n of the
o troit Pistons but failed to make
ban .Christ will honor the pastr
movement is that they are re- The people ma king such ra wife, Bishon and Mrs E.. the team, was obtained by the
j•sctins4 the values of their mid. chPrizes don't seem to want W. Rogers, on their twelfth Americans in a trade with the
die-class parents. I wonde r. anything to be done to cure anniversity with the congrega- Pittsburgh Pipers, who receive
In. sem" w ,ys tl.,ey remind me the sickness of poverty and tion at :070 IL.ating at.
a future New Jersey draft
of their parents' irresponsi- racism. If you wanted to be Lambert Church of God in choice.
bility.
for example nice- you could call some of Christ just completed building
w-nt no part of mai- them 'backlashers". but 4 ine one of the most beautiful Pittsburgh had obtained the
tics. While they are superbly my book. 'backlash" is '
us` sanctuaries in the city under rights to Lloyd in a trade
with the Minnesota Muskies,
int t,r
ry' 3ViEho"t overt P lice word for racial bigotry. Bishop Rogers. leadership.
prejudice themselves, they say So we have two groups which The services in connection who drafted Lloyd last winter.
thee rInn't re,re about the Ne- won't help responsible people with the anniversity will begin Lloyd. a 6-foot-i marksman,
gro's efforts to secure equality. reform
society. The solid, on Wednesday, Oct. 18. and end was the highest scorer in
does respectable citizens who take on Sunday. Oct. 22.
Tutgers history and set a NaMeanineful soei-I pct;
n't concern them.
refuge in apathy or in the A Bailey is chairman of the tional Invitation Tournament
rationalization of their prejudi-observance, and Mrs. E. Walk- record by scoring 129 points in
Ilow does this differ from ces, and their sons and'er co-chairman.
four games last March.
their parents' attitudes? They
too, reject involvement in Society's problems They too, inVIVACIOUS SINGING STAR DELLA REESE
cluding many who say they are
abandoned
h a ve
"liberal"
meaningful effort to join with
Negroes to secure a better
sc • -ty.. So in this respect at
least, both the hippies and their
middle-class parents don't want
to become involved in the world
around them. The hippies
"drop out", their parents just
turn their backs.

To Be
Equal

1

New Tyler AME
Honors Pastors

C

Psychiatrist Will
Speak At Assembly

PRICES GOOD ONE WEEK

BUILDERS

ItYMAN SUPPLY,Nic.
I
F
V
4k
1129 FLORIDA

COOit HOWITS000

N4948-4555

Xst327-4126

a.IEMPISIS.MAMIESSEE

uy U.S. Savings Bonds

Ex-Rutgers Star
Sig ns ABA Pact

i,

Flight From Responsibility

ambert Plans
To Honor Pastor
On Annive-sary

a

P•

•Io
e•

One hippie told a reporter:
"When this many people decide a society is worthless, it's
somethinq to think about.'
He should have said: "When
so many people decide a society is worthless, they should
work to chance it into some-]
thing better, rather than run-'
nine away from it."
It's toir•.iajd these youngsters don't share the idealism
and courage of the thousands',
of young men and women who
also turn their backs on middlecriss values, or lack of them,
to work in the alums and
ghettos to help war on poverty.
It is disturbing that they don't
get a tenth of the publicity
given to the hippies. In fact
the whole war on poverty effort is under attack from citizens seeking to escape from
responsibility.
Some of the things I've
heard about the anti-poverty
effort sound very much like
excuses not to support it. One
such comment is that the war
on povert ydoesn't matter because riots occurred in cities
like Detroit, which got all the
federal money it wanted.
I don't know how that idea
got around. The Office of Economic 0 p p ortunity, which
administers the war on poverty, said Detroit only got 14
per cent of the funds it asked
for. Some big cities got even
less; New York only got a
I've also heard stories about

It

YOU'RE ALWAYS IN THE GROOVE WITH SMIRNOFF
How to make a Smirnoff Screwdriver.Just pour Smirnoff Vodka over ice
cubes into highball glass. Fill with orange juice,stir well and serve.Groovy!

leaves you breathless

VODKA

SO & 100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN ST E PIERRE SMIRNOFF FLS. (DIV. OF HEUSLEIN). HARTFORD. CONN.

Every one you light you like.

Viceroy's good ta
never quits
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Vitt* 10

route to capitalizing when the
drive was stalled at the JSC 26.
The field goal attempt by
Soutnern was long enough but
off inches to the left. Favored
JACKSON, Miss. — Football half when the Jackson line, Southern, faced with the posis a business at JacksOn Stateiafter being pushed to within a sibility of losing to Jackson for
College, according to head I half yard of its goal line, made the first time here at .Alumni
coach Rod Paige. The methodi- one of the most courageous de- Field and only the second time
Taylor, 6-8
cal-like manner the Mississip- fensive stands that you will in history, mustered a last
The Magicians of LeMoyne trand; junior Willie
Miss., and
Mans went about staging a see in a grid contest. Led by ditch drive in the waning min-week
Byhalia,
seven
a
College began
center from
3-0 upset over Southern Univer-,230-pound guard Percy Griffin utes of the game.
training period Monday of this junior William Meggett, 5-11
sity here last Saturday night and 290-pound tackle Carey
Taking over on their own 41,
week and hope to be ready
captain and guard from New
made believers out of approx.- Richards, Jackson stopped the the Jaguars began to move on
,for their opening encounter
York City.
and
threat
scoring
Southern
s
two straight pass completion
mately 5,600 fans who packed
here with Rust College of Holly
the outdated campus stadium. shy of paydirt with 3:27 show- by Joe Williams. Williams was
Springs, Miss., Dec. 1.
Returning non-lettermen are
On Saturday night Jackson is ing on the clock in the first half. off balance and his jump pass
James Brooks, 6-1
5ophomore
A member of the Southern
Jackson gained momentum was picked off by Dick Harvey
Woodstock; junior
looking for its largest crowd in
from
guard
Intercollegiate Athletic ConferBachelor, 6-3 guard
history when Gram bling, the from the efforts of its defensive on the Jackson 26.
Samuel
14
play
ence, LeMoyne will
front runner in the Southwest- unit and completely monopo- Smelling victory State ran
from Cincinnati, and junior
games at home and 10 on the
ern Athletic Conference, risks lized the second half play. the clock out. Coach Paige was
Thomas Harding, 6-6 center
road. Thirteen of these will be
Ind,anapolis.
its unbeaten record of 5-0. The While throwing away several carried from the field on the
from
them
of
SIAC contests, eight
homecoming battle will be un- scoring chances, the toe of shoulders of two of his happy
in Memphis.
New men trying out for berth
der the lights at the 46.000, senior James Hartsfield settled gridders. It was a big win
LeRoy LeFlore, a gradinclude
prolocal
the
when
since
issue
the
especially
JSC,
seat Jackson Memorial Stadi-1
for
In non-conference games, the
Utica (Miss.) Junior
of
uate
a
with
duct split the uprights
Southern had downed once—
urn.
Magicians will meet Christian
and five freshmen;
College,
24-yard field goal at 7:12 in the beaten Arkansas AM&N the
JSC DEFENSE STINGY
Brothers College twice, at Le- Jeff Alexander, 5-11 All-State
later
Moments
The first half last Saturday third period.
week before. Arkansas owns
Moyne, Dec. 14, and at CBC, guard :rom Cameron High,
was a scoreless defensive dog- Jackson had the ball deep in!a convincing win over Jackson.
Jan, 20.
Canton, Miss.; John Blair, 6-5
fight with both teams fighting Southern territory, but when Jackson finished the night
All-National forward and center
C.
Jerry
'Coach
LeMoyne
stiffened
on nearly even terms. South- the Jaguars', defense
with 21 first downs to 19 for
Washington High in Montfrom
year
10th
his
in
now
Johnson,
ern held a slight statistical at the seven yard line Harts- Southern and the game's leadgomery, Ala.; Herbert Carter,
have
will
he
said
the
chllege,
at
was
a,ttempt
goal
edge, outrushing Jackson 71 field's field
ing rusher, 165 pound John
five returning lettermen: soph- 6-1 guard from Washington
yards to 72 and chalking up blocked by oncharging lines- Outlaw of Clarksdale. Miss.
William
Montgomery;
omore Jackie Robinson, 6-4 High
Outlaw carried for 21 times
one more first down with six. men.
Looking on are Dr. Louis forward from Hamilton High; Carter, 6-5 forward-guard from
a student chapter of
ER
for
CHAPT
STUDENT
BACKFIRES
GAMBLE
and a net gain of 133 yards. CHARTER -Richard Patton,
The pass completions were
faculty advisor for junior William Hayes, 6-6 co- Melrose High of Memphis, and
ASCE at Tennessee State
and Walter H. captain and forward from Louis John Hankerson, 6-5 forward
counted as three each with Southern barely missed tying Joe Holmes was the top Jaguar left, president of the Nashhard
chapter,
the
Ric
to
university
yards.
Southern getting 23 yards and game when Jackson gambled ground gainer with 85
Dabney, dean of the School vile, Ky., junior Bobby Todd, from Case Tech High in Depresident of the
Greene,
the
Ameriof
chapter
ville
Arkansas
of Engineering.
State registering a mere 15. on fourth down with inches to In other SWAC action
campus organization during
6-4 forward from Father Ber- troit.
can Society of Civil EngiThe turning point of the game go for the first down near mid- downed Wiley 31-3, and Gs-am- neers, presents a charter
initiation ceremonies,
recent
i Valky
canie near the end of the first field. The Jaguars were en- bling mauled Mississipp
68-0.
•
A&I VS. FLORIDA A&M
Jake Gaither will lead his
A&M Rattlers into
Florida
• HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
Nashville Saturday with the
hopes that his team can keep
the skids under Tennessee A ESih
•
Ols
&I. John Merritt's Big Blues
The Artists and Models club
Win-!
and
hold two consecutive wins over
will present its Fall
Florida, a feat few coaches NASPWILLE — Future Civil ASCE, and was received by ter Fascinations, a fashion
can boast of pulling off on]
the president of the student show, on Sunday, Oct. 22. at
Gaither coached elevens. An'Engineers at Tennesse State
starting PITTSBURGH —(UPI) —Bill During the past season Virwere
by
University
recognized
organization, Richard Greene the Club Rosewood,
opening loss to San Diego was
at 7
party
cocktail
a
with
Virdon, one of the greatest don piloted Jacksonville (Fla.)
followed by an easy victory the American Society of Civil a senior from Nassau, N 2W
p.m.
a
when
week
last
Engineers
howc e nterfielders in to a fifth place finish in the
over North Carolina A&T,
Providence, the Bahamas.
Arpong the models to be pre- defensive
A International League.
ever, AdrI didn't stay on the student chapter of the society Other officers for the new sented are Unis of Memphis Pittsburgh Pirate history, was Triple
was
chartered.
Texas
long.
victory trail very
at TSU a_e end Judy Eiland and the All. named Tuesday as batting and In 1955 Virdon was named
c e remonies for student chapter
Southern pulled a 14-10 surpOse Initiation
a junior from Star Fashion Models.
outfield coach of the team.
Martin,
Ramond
the National Leagues' Rookiein Houston and two weeks ago some 25 young men took place Cleveland, T e nnessee, vice The narrator for the show
Year when he played
of-the
the
The announcement was made
A&1 fought to the bitter end during a banquet held on
the St. Louis Cardinals.
president, and Floyd Moore, will be Mrs. Joan Golden of
with
National
Barge,
Dan
campus.
appointed
with tough Grambling hz.sfor2
Covington, Radio Station WLOK. Also to by Larry Shepard,
junior from
In the previous year he hit
succumbing 27-24. A large Director of ASCE, addressed Tennessee, secretary-treasurer. be featured during the evening last Friday as field manager, .333 with Rochester to lead the
367 Unton
of
Values
"The
the
on
group
for
the
leaving
527-4471
Cox. first run- just before
crowd is expected as the RatInternational League batters.
Tennessee State University s Miss Dorothy
the "Miss America Dominican Republic on an extlers and A&I are bitter rivals. Participation in Student Chapto
ner-up
2989 Summer
and
college
the
146th
'
becomes
Pirates.
Activities.
ter
the
with
tour
hibition
The Pirates sent outfielder
interest is centered
Much
of Elkdom" of 1967.
323-5594
a student chap- The program will feature
Delgreco and pitcher Dirk
Bob
around the performances of the The charter was presented university with
• Virdoa ended his playing
to the Cardinals in
Littlefield
two school's highly regarded by Richard Patton, president ter of ASCE on its campus. men's styles at 8 p.m.: a floor
the
at
career with the Pirates
in exchange for
of the Nashville chapter of The ASCE is the largest techn:- show at 9 o.m. and high
1956,
May,
marching bands,
end of the 1965 season. The
cal society and the oldest of its fashions at 9:30.
Virdon. Virdon hit .319 in 157
manawas
he
season
kind in the United States with It will be concluded with a following
games with Pittsburgh.
Williamsport (Pa.) team
a membership of over 57,00d dance with music by Gene "Bo- ger of
Class A Eastern League. "Virdon is very intelligent
and a student enrollment of Legs" Miller. Prodeeds will go in the
finished fourth.
team
The
and articulate and is one of th!
charity.
for
over 12.000.
hardest workers I have ever
known," Shepard said.

Magicians Training
For 24-Game Schedule

SPORTS HORIZON

ASCE Student Chapter
is ed At State

Benefit Fashion
Show Scheduled Virdon
At Club Rosewood

Named To

!rates' Staff

TWO HST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
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Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

Earlier. Shepard appointed
Don Leppert as catching and
bullpen coach and signed Alex
Grammas, a holdover from
the Harry Walker regime, as
third base and infield coach.
Grammas was appointed in
1965 to the coaching staff
which included John Pesky.
Hal Smith and Clyde King.
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1,036 Study At Lane

The enrollment at Lane Callege for the Fall term of 1967-68
climbed to an all time high.
George L. Thacker, registrar,
has announced that the enrollment has istsched 1036.

.54

Matthew Alexander Henson (1866-1955)

William B. Ingram, Jr.
Your Vote is what we need to keep our Mayor in office.
Our present Mayor looks out for the interest of all before
making any decisions !
Now let us not have any excuse for going out to vote

NOVEMBER 2,1967

That is the day to elect

William B. Ingram, Jr.
Call or come by any Ingram headquarters to
make arrangements to go and vote for

WILLIAM B.
INGRAM
••••••••

The first man to set foot
on the top of the world.
The signs of a true adventurer showed
up early in the life of Matthew Henson.
At the ripe old age of thirteen, Henson
shipped out as cabin boy on a schooner
bound for China.
When he returned to Washington,
D.C., he met the man who helped Make
him famous.The then Lt.Robert E.Peary
discovered Matt Henson working in a
Washington hat shop. Peary was immediately impressed by Henson, and he
invited the young man to join a canalsurveying expedition to Nicaragua. Henson accepted.
Under Peary's tutelage, Matt Henson
became an able navigator, adept at calculating distances and plotting charts. A
short time later, Peary began his renowned arctic expeditions to locate the
North Pole, and Henson accompanied
the admiral on all seven trips.
On the final trip, Peary lay drained
from exhaustion and crippled by frostbite. Someone had to make the last dash

to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson was the man. Trudging
the last painful miles, recording observations and calculating a true course,
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five minutes later,and,together,the men planted
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an obscure adventurer. He was given a Congressional Medal, life membership in the
Explorers' Club, a commendation front
the President,a Master of Science degree
by Morgan State College,and numerous
medals and plaques from civic organizations.
April 6, 1959,the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the North Pole, was
proclaimed by the governor of Maryland as Matthew Alexander Henson
Day.Fitting tribute to the first man ever
to stand on the top of the world.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 66 PROOF.THE Ot D TAY'OR DISTILLERY CO ,FRANKEOr & r OU I SV It it, KY

Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Matthew Henson? It's 8" tall, made of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Henson story. It costs $5.00(which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Room 1340,99 Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016.
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TRENTON NEWS

Put Your Feet In

Funeral services for
Mr. M
and Mrs. Acie Mull of
Richard Harper were held at!Chicago, is visiting his mother,
the Mt. Orange Baptist church;Mrs. Willie Mull, and his wife's
mother, Mrs. Gertrude Hardon Sunday, Oct. B.
in, and other relatives of both.
The eulogy was delivered by
Yansville Elder of IndianaElder Buford McTizic.
Out-of-towners
present for;',ohs, Ind.. is visiting his sisthe funeral were Mrs. Louis;ter. Mrs. Jennie Thompson,
Smith of Chicago; Willie Her- and other relatives.
per of Atlanta; Mr. and Mrs. The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Johnson, Louisville; J. T Powell, west of here,
'
completely destroyed by
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson,was
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Miss Vera'fire last week.
Harper, Chicago. and
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ozell Bailey
, Beatrice Moore, Milwaukee,
of the Central community have
The body was laid to rest in moved to their new brick home
Memorial Garden.
on Johnson drive in South
The funeral of Mrs. Delia ;Trenton.
O'Daniel of Dyer. Tenn., was Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hayes
held on Monday night, Oct. 9.and grandson, Quince, and Mr.
9, at the Dyer CME church. and Mrs. Lenard Lynns and
Miss Jammie Bryant, nowigreat-grandson of St. Louis,
a resident of Los Angeles, isiMo.; visited with Mr. and
here visiting her parents, Mr.; Mrs. J. H. Johnson last weekend Mrs. James Bryant,
Hellis Smith is home from Tom Howard and others left
Freemont. Ohio, visiting his;this week to attend the funeral
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom.ot Mark Howard and Mrs.
Smith.
Ada M. Howard in Toledo.

Color Cuties

Winner's Circle

This fall, male shoe-buyers' For satisfyingly sturdy yet
are once more looking to thel rich-looking slip-ons, look at
leather that's rugged, hand-]some of the new fall styles
some and he manly: cordovan. in cordovan. Their smartness
Men have long found cordovan stems from neat high-tongued
a tough tannage that stands up frontage,
plain
or
simple
In foul weather and fair.
medalion toes, and deep glowing leather.
A unique leather, cordovan is
made from the "shell" layer Cordovan
s h oe
fanciers,
of horse butts. Called "fascia," should make certain, when
It is a membranous substance buying new fall footwear, that
found between the hide and they
are getting authentic
flesh of the rump. Although cordovan leather. To avoid
this leather was first made in mistakenly purchasing shoes
Cordoba, Spain many centur- made of an imitation material
ies ago (hence the name "cor- designed to look like cordodovan"), the best cordovan van, check with the sales clerk
; leather is now tanned in the to make sure your new shoes
; United States from the butts are crafted of genuine cordoof unbranded horses from the van leather. Only true cordo;U.S., Argentina
and
other van will deliver the perforSTRIKING NEW LOOK FOR FALL
horse-breeding countries.
mance in looks, durability and
Bold :me beautiful and suitable for the bowling set are
• • •
that you expect from
comfort
these African print fashions by Khadejha. Combining high
A shoe crafted from out-of- the real thing.
catch
style with comfort, these two outfits are certain to
the-ordinary cordovan leather Cordovan leather has a wider;
fits
the eye of the woman who favors a feminine look while
is exceptionally sturdy, one color range than many men
ME TWO EXAMPLES OF THRUST!
WHO
CAN
("PIE
bowling a strike. And they accent the new freedom of fall
that will wear well under the realize. In addition to the deep
fashions.
most punishing treatment and brown generally called "corcome up gleaming when polish- dovan," the latest cordovan dionosisnmenorneniennin•MISIIsinnelis
ed. For this reason, notes leather footwear is available in •
1 - MINIM! AUTOMATIC
Leather Industries of America, cherry, wine and gleamin_; a
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Claudia; Flower Bearers were the Silcordovan usually shows up in black.
J.
Parham Murrell, teacher at , houettes, Murrell School Facul
men's footwear — and has
Murrell Elementary School and ty members, and the National;
▪ Effective NnvembPr 29 965
been a campus classic with
wife of Robert N. Murrell, dean Sorority of Phi Delta
8 A M -6 P.M.
Kappa.
collegians for generations.
I
of men at Tennessee State Uni•
Sal nt Sun. 51 25
le I
Fall
'67
styling
Monday
cordovan
shoe
•
versity, p a s sed, Saturday,
The smart use of space avail- noon-standard the floor plan concentrates on the basic plainSat OpeellAM 106PRI.
IS
•
Before storing summer bar- li
Ftrhidr au y
September 23, at Hubbard Hossun. Open I AA to 2 P M
able and the extensive use of of a kitchen.
toed oxford to show off the
equipment, clean it well
=II
pital.
colorful ceramic tile can turn The use of durable, wear- burnished beauty of the leath- becue
and give it a once over lightly •
o
Funeral services were held
an ordinary kitchen into a resistant and easy-maintenance er. However, the brogue oxford
with petroleum jelly. The lubric
ceramic tile atop all counters with
September 25 at St. Andrews
homemaker's dream.
pinking ant, dabbed on the grill's raisp e r forations,
and
on the walls and floor can and elongated wing-tip is also
Presbyterian church. The Rev.
Among the features home3100 Summer at Baltic
ing and lowering apparatus, Pbaaaaamaawamalmanamwmaar
William Alexander, pastor, ofmakers seem to want the most cut kitchen cleaning time to a a favorite in hearty cordovan. will prevent rust.
ficiated. Interment followed
in a kitchen are handy work minimum. Tile is ideal for use
services Tuesday, September
counters and plenty o f con- in kitchens, since it is water26, at Antioch Baptist Church
venient storage space. If the proof, s co rc hpr oof
and
•_
in Oxford, N.C., with the Rev.
arrangement of major appli- scratchproof.
F. C. Moody, pastor, officiating.
ances is carefully planned, An efficient lay-out and
enough room can be set aside "cleanability" are two very imA native of Oxford, NC,
for counters and cabinets, no portant elements in a dream
Mrs. Murrell attended public
matter what the size or how kitchen.
schools there, was graduated
from Tennessee A&I State university in 1948 and earned the
master's there in 1957. In 1963
she received the Professional
MRS. MOLLIE JONES REID
Certificate from Peabody College. Before teaching in the
Metropolitan School System in
Nashville, Mrs. Murrell was in
Student Personnel Services at
Tennessee State university.
By E. P. WALLACE
ministry should work togethShe was a member of St.
er in such harmony that the
Andrew's Presbyterian Church., Funeral services were held
the American Association of here recently at the Bethle- MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Loy-; world shall marvel at this
men of the African Methodist united front
and shall be inUniversity Women, Les Elite ! hem Baptist church for Mrs.
Episcopal
Connection,
have spired t 3 join this Ciristmn
Society, Alpha Beta Chapter Mollie Jones Reid, an ardent
adopted a 10-point re/ ommen- movement.of the National Sorority of Phi, civil and church worker, busidations. which, if accepted and
for
beautician
nesswoman
and
Delta Kappa, the National
approved by the general Clurch The speaker received standyears.
Council for Exceptional Chil- about
will be a bulwark to th.?. life ing ovations from ch,?. more
,dren, YWCA, National Educa- Mrs. Reid died on Sept 27,
of
Methodism.
Park
New
at
I
; than 1,500 delegates, fellow
tion Association, and Nashville and was buried
Chapter of National Council of cemetery on Sunday Oct. 1.
The recom m endations were laymen and clergy in attendShe was the foster mother of made by J.D. Williams of Kan-1 ance. Their endorserr ent sent
Negro Women.
besides Rev. Moses W. Beasley, pastor sas City, Mo.. to the Laity, inl the recomm endations on to
Survivors
include
her husband, a son. Claude ;of the Shiloh Baptist church the presidents' annual address,1 the general conference which
guidParham Murrell; mother, Mrs. at Alexandria, Va., and a
during the 10th bienni
ses-1 will convene in Philadelphia
the Gordon
counselor
at
ance
Mary Parham, Oxford, N.C.,
sion of the Connections! Lay- next May.
Junior Hieh school in Washtwo sisters. Mrs. Julia Lotier,
men's Organizations (teld reington, D. C.
Cleveland, Ohio, and
Miss
cently
in New Orlee -.s. WilHEY NEIGHBOR!
cousin,
a
inilude
, Survivors
Irene Parham Oxford N.C.
Mrs. Irene Johnson; a de- liams is president of the orIs the news of your
Honorary pallbearers were voted
Bessie ganized Laymen of the ConMrs.
friend,
Elders and Deacons of St. Oakley of Memphis; a n d nection, which boasts a mem- club, -our church, your ,
Andrew's Presbyterian Church, niedes. Mrs. Arnela Lomax and bership of more than 800,000.
Limit
members of Kappa Alpha Psi Mrs. Mary E. Biggs, Buffalo, He pointed out that many school, your civic group
Fraternity, Murrell School fa- N. Y.: Mrs. Louise B. Steward, people have stopped "paying showing up in your]
culty men, and men in Student Auburn, Maine: Mrs. Jac- church." and were now ready
Personnel Services at Tennes- quelyn Darden and a nephew. to break through the barrier newspaper?
see State University. Active William Beasley, Washington, for God, and are attempting
If it isn't, there's
pallbearers were Grady Sher- D. C.
to roll back legislation which
rill, Cass F. L. Teague, Wil- She was the aunt also of Mrs. has burdened the chur....-.
sonething y o u should
liam Stinson, Lawrence Sim- Muriel Lomax of Detroit and
recommend that we have do about it. Appoint a
"I
Beasley of
Bertran
mons, Shannon Little, H. C. Julian
only one head for our MissionHardy, and W. J. Gupton, Memphis.
ary Department, and that we oublic relations chairreceive more for our Mission- man. Have that person
ary dollar" Williams 3.4,d. "The!
WE HONOR
Campbell C o liege situation' call Tri State Defender,
GOVERNMENT
should be brought ta a head at: JA 6-8397
once. The Connectional Church
FOOD STAMPS
should have a radio hour or
We'll explain h o w
television hook-up. We should
redistrict and consoli late the your news rhould be
Episcopal Districts in the do- prepared, how it should
PULLMAN LOAF
mestic field, so that tnere
will be 10, instead of 13. We be sent in.
shall continue the coalition
240z.
If you're not getting
meetings.
"The Presiding Elder's your fair share of coversalary should come trent the
Connectional budget. AP Bish- age, that's a situation
ops' Council meetings should we can help you ccrrec'.
be open to the public — just
as congressional and United
Nations
NOTICE!
sessions
,li.e
We
should have C,onnection I. Headquarters.
Deadline for all news 5
In the local churca trustees should be nominated from p.m. Sunday.
the floor during the church
conference, and the laity and

Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Claudia Murrell

ler#4

_

Dream Kitchen Is Efficient,

?

:CAR WASH $

Easy To Clean...And Livable

25.

Household Tip

I; SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
-a
a

AME Laymen Adopt

Funeral Held
For Veteran
Businesswoman

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

EAST-5014 .POPLAR (At Mendennall)

10-Point Program

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

ARGO

SWEET PEAS

30

17 oz.
Can

4 Limit

2025

BUSH'S - _AJT

GREEN BEANS

9

SACRAMENTO

TOMATO SAUCE

15" oz

4 Limit

3F°15

8 oz.,

MUSSELMAN'S

RED MONTES1

APPLESAUCE

VEGETABLE
OLEO
.15

25

25oz.
2 Limit

Yellow Quarters

WATCH FOR THE
GRAND OPENING

FRED MONTES1

DERBY

BREAD

CHILI with

C. BEAN

KNIFE & FORK

15 /
1
2
S2T
Oz Can

3 Limit
SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

TAYLOR'S
PURE OIL
SERVICE STN.

6 Limit

WANTED

BATHROOM
TISSUE

roes Ns.

stets

.5wit
41.

WITH COUPON

._....._...,
___.__.-

......
___,

-7-4

DEM'
Bathroom
Tissue

6Roll
Pkg.

With coupon a,5 $5.00 o:-1otional purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh trOk products and
tobacco also sixcluded in camplianc• with state law).
On• coupon pet family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
Oct. 23. Axe-freeze also excluded in coupon redemption.

Big-Ticket sales, Perrnon
commission and company

benefits,

APPLY IN PERSON
, PERSONNEL OFFICE
DOWNTOWN

I TO

City

DELSEY

Must be experienced in
ent positions, Liberal

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

I Street Address

SALESMEN
Furniture and Carpet
Departments

1 New Subscription Order
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

15oz.,2F025
can

FRED MONTE'S!

Butler At Calhoun Sts.
YOUR BUSINESS WELCOMED

a
I

For25
141
/
20z.j

SWEET POTATOES

1

FIFTH FLOOR

SWIFT'S

GOLD MEDAL
I!•

BEEF STEW
24 Oz

14 !WI • 1.1

,.,*ie it

ITOCI

3

FLOUR

53Labg5

%Ws

41

weet

9
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Far - Out Leather Gloves

Two St. Louis Clerics Fight
Ouster; Cite Racial Stand

Are 'A Put On' For Fall

New far-out leether glovealavailable in more than I,
for fall are fashion's freshesti colors and color combine
•
(UPI)— Two Both clergymen are white. Bishop Caftan informed them
ST. LOUIS
over
108
and
designs
500
"put
on"
of
the
season.
Episcopal clergymen closely Their parish located in a Ne- in separate letters that th-.
sizes
fereot
aid
shapes
and
bishop."
the
of
neighbors
and
associated with the civil rights
Leather gloves have becJrne
Rev. Mr. Witte would be exmovement here said they hawi gro section of St. Louis near
a fun accessory, as well as an offers an unlimited variety bt
pected
to
resign
by Juae. 1,
been asked to resign by Bishop the Darst-Webbe housing proelegant me, notes Leather In- possible decors, ranging frOin
1968, and the Rev. Mr. Matheus
George L Caftan of the dio- ject. They have participated in
inetries of America. New
by
Jan.
1,
1968.
warm and inviting to wild id
several demonstrations and on
cese of Missouri.
leather finishes, punchy openOct. 6, the Rev. Mr. Witte was
•
ings, hardware, appliques airi exciting.
The ministers said they told
They are the Rev. Walter W. arrested
protest
a
during
other
trim
all
contribute
to
the
the
bishop
in
a
personal
St.
conof
Jr., rector
Witte
You'll see a softer look >t
veiled
annual
against the
clean breezy look of thc Latest
ference that they would not
Stephen's Church, and the prophet parade and ball.
hand
in printed leather gioiWs
gloves.
Leather
highlights of
resign and have retained law.
Rev. William L. Matheus, cuand four-butOo
shortie
in
this
frisky
collection
include
that
said
clergymen
The
yers to defend their canonirate of the church.
kid, deerskin, suede, pigskin, lengths. These handsome veils
cal rights.
cape and doeskin textures.
come with zebra or girlie
In a statement, Bishop Cadi•
•
markings, hounds.tooth cheele,
gan said, "it is a matter of
stripes,
plaids or florals. Also
personal regret that a difficulty
Slip your fingers into the trimly
tailored are leatifer
between the rector of St.
brass-y beauty of leather shorgloves which feature alabaY
Stephen's Church and his bishties with giant zippers up
patent
strippift,
lea th er
op has reached the press. Bethe back.
.a length of chain leather
buttons, or welting at
tween ourselves and for some
at the wrist. . .brass studs the cuff.
time there have been misunderforming a cuff. To join the
CONSPIRACY TRIAL CONTINUES
standings
about
procedural
"sports carset," all it takes is There is no more gala glare
Polly Heidieberg screams "Oh Lord help
Heidleberg was a close friend of James
matters and the seeming ina racy pair of leather gloves for a gala evniing than The
us all," as she is being helped by an uniE. Chaney, one of three civil rights workers
ability of Mr. Witte to relate
well-ventilated with perforat- long creamy kid, doeskin or
dentified man from the Federal Building
slain in Meridian in 1964. The court heard
to the program of the diocese."
ions, cur-away backs or knuck- suede leather gauntlet reaching
in Meridian, Miss., where the conspiracy
further testimony from character witnesses
le openings —or simulated anywhere between elbow aid
The statement said, "the
trial of 18 men resumed Tuesday. Miss
far the 18 accused. (UPI Tekphoto)
openings that are really oval shoulder. .For that., "extra'.
lance of the Episcopal diocese
appliques of colorful patent touch, some of these are on.
i of Missouri on the issues of
leather. Other touches that bellished with fur, •pearls 7.en
add dash to daytime gloves in- feathers. J e w cling
Iracial reconciliation has albeaOs
clude side lacings, sinvle and embroidery or fur also aderr
ways been one of leadership."
double straps, and stitchtd- the shorter four and six-but
The Rev. Mr. Witte said ne
on patches or mini-pockets. lengths in leather dress glo*s
and the Rev. Mr. Matheus have
• • •
been asked to resign because
. But just as important is If you fancy lined glotts
of their "involvement in the
"livability;" for a kitchen with!
•
•
•
freedom movement, particulara plain, laboratory look about If you fancy lined gloves
ly with the organization action,
it is not only dull, but can be you'll find finger-slim stylei
and because they have involved
downright depressing for the with silk, orlon and
the parish youth in civil rights WASHINGTON — (UPI) — controversial section of the At their weekly policy lunch- homemaker who must work in
linings. To ward off the it',
Drafters of an antipoverty Bill — the extent of control over
programs."
eon, Republican senators were it.
'clutch of sub-freezing teem
He said another reason has bill Tuesday moved to weed local poverty programs that
••
•
peratures, seek the snugola
been their "continued protest out from the beneficiaries of should be given to governors told Of a new GOP antipoverty
shearling-liaet
program
tol
of
or
which
used
Ceramic
fur
be
tile
can
will
be
offered
of
programs
aid
to
the poor and mayors.
against the Veiled Prophet
parade and Ball (the annual those persons able to work Democrats as well as Re- later this week. GOP Leader give a kitchen "livability." It's gloves.
TIGER PLANNERS — Recently elevated to the position of
society highlight of the year but who refuse to take jobs. publicans on the panel remain- Everett M. Dirksen said the
track and field coordinator at Tenn. State University, Tiin St. Louis) as a discrimina- The action against "stow- ed divided on the control issue plan includes the formation of
gerbelle Coach Edward S. Temple (left) studies a blueprint
troy institution." He said, "it aways" in poverty programs and decided to make it the an "Economic Opportunity Corfor the future, with Athletic Director Howard C. Gentry. is an institution which involves came after the House Education last order of business after poration" jointly financed by
many Episcopaians of wealth and Labor Committee post- the rest of the bill is drafted. the government and private
Under the advancement, the famed Olympics leader will
enterprise and designed priand position who are friends poned a decision of the most
handles both men and women track competitors.
The cornraittee then voted marily to create jobs.
17 to 9 to accept an amendment
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
by Rep. Hugh Carey, D-N. Y.,
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
SUITS
to exclude from poverty proEve.
tke
lest_titting
dentures
cue
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Nat
i
grams persons able to work Or••••101d
KN.
" handy for test, long-last so rebut who refuse to seek or ac- lief front paia. Makes dentures feel more cow
MONEY LOANED
fortable ...soothes sore
..,„,...........%
cept employment.
spots.. helps prevent 0-*

Anti-Poverty Bill Drafters
Weed Out Undeserving

THAN'S
LOAN

ICE

DENTURES HURT?

r

Carey pointed to testimony your
in earlier hearings by welfare
workers that there was a segment of "voluntary poor" sharing in the poverty program,
persons who refuse to take a
job, Carey called them "stowaways in our poverty program.

With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube,the newest
advance in color TV!Brighter picture!

SMU vs. Texas LAM
Miami vs. Northwestern
Maryi•nd vs. OkIlah•rna
Ole Miss vs. Alalsem•
Tennessee vs.
Cimiergia Timis
Oct. 21 Arkansas vs. Texas
Oct. 21 Nebo Dame vs.
Michigan Sr.?.

• 1111. Fre Genesi
• Ail lire Pease
• World Series

PEST
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CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE
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WATCH NOW-PAY LATER!
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WHERE
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NEWSBOYS,

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered :
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly,
Mother's name,

Address

r•

1
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lOCATIONS
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Nev. 4 Memphis State vs.
Florida St.
Nev. IT Oesrgia vs. Florida
Nev. 11 UCLA vs. leethern Cal
Nev. 23 Oklahoma vs. Nebraska
Nev. 25 Arkesuas vs. Texas Teal
Nev. 25 Washington vs.
Wash. St.,.
Des. 1 Army vs. Navy
Dec. IP Florida vs. Miami

EAST

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bolded

.Z. EVERS

-NIS MASTER'S VOICE*

See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color
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174I $ 178 UAL STRUT i4ife13110,.

Rep. William Ford, D-Mich.,
warned that the proposal might
CALL, US BEFORE YOU ARV
bar some deserving poor perEMBARRASSED
sons from getting aid and Carey
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
agreed to reword his amendment to apply only to those,
CALL
without goodl 0
who "refuse
cause to seek and accept ern- 1
ployment commensurate with
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
their age, health and education.'
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KAUFFMAPI DRIVE4N
GROCERY
1297 Leuderdela
ELONDYIKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
ItLONDTKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollowimm
272-3112
Fre. Delivery
N SUNDRY
542 Silloorrimo
NcGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vane&
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 eurel• Avorsue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspepars
All OW of Town Mows.
Poems
TON. Mein
526.9648

oesouE tam
1014 Mississidp1
9424712
Prem. & Dol.Sandes
POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 02
209 Bowls
PROSPECT RIXALL
22435. BoUrroise Ski
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495
ROSEWOOD P1811.11801
1916 Loollseds4.
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. poi..., E.
146.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. hecl_eagwe
948.4576
&
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Tleames
5254811 - 5211.1727
Prescrierseeps A Dn..ga
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Cholsoo
2764588
Pros. & DeL Sorrias
SMITH SUNDRY
447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE $TATION
337 641eholl Rood
TRIGG AVE.SUNDRY
455 E. Trigs
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vane*
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avows*
WE U.INGTON SUNDRY
WADLINOTON
251 E. MaLimoodr
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 H. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Norrspepors & Moripoplidos
From All Tomos
115 Nemo Aft.rese
S26-9920
LENDIF SeNDRY
Chelsla
LINCOLN SUNDRY
4152 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
911 S. Wel 1 ing/1m
PRESCOTT DRUGS
&G,II
S.
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1449 Leftism
GENERAL DRUGS
311 N.UNA**

flS

oleo

111

